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The beginning of excellence —
Is to be free from error —Quin- —■
♦ telllan
—

NOTICE TO LEGIONNAIRES

Officers and members of WinslowHolbrook Post, American Legion,
please report at Legion hall Wednes
day at 1 p. m. to attend the funeral
services of the late Col. Fernando S.
Philbrick, Past Department Com
mander. Grand Army of the Repub
lic. Services will be held at Little
field Memorial Church at 1.30 p. m.
Members with cars please report for
accommodation of members without
transportation.
H. G. Staples, Commander.

Piano, Voice,
Piano Accordion Lettons
At your home (within 30 miles I $1.00
25 years' experience in New York City

Charles A. Lundell
Friendship, Maine
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A TERRIBLE PRICE

Editor of The CourieT-Gazette:—
Perhaps the first fatal accident ln
the open season on game in Maine
occurred Saturday morning when
Ralph, son of V. L. and Nellie Bever
age, was instantly killed as a gun was
taken from the boat in which he and
a younger brother, with a companion,
had been hunting birds.
What a terrible price to pay for
a few short hours of pleasure and
what long years of sadness for the
father and mother. If the giving of
his young life could wake the gunners
of the necessity of extra care in
handling guns, perhaps his life may
not have been snuffed out in vain.
We all get careless in handling
guns and driving cars. A few more
minutes taken in either case might
be the means of saving a life dear to
someone and preventing years of re
gret on our own part.
One could write pages in regard to
this young man's life but when it Is
said he was a good youth with a
host of friends the principal fact has
been stated. He had lived his young
life, and life is not reckoned by
years. The father and mother have
the fullest sympathy of all. but in a
time such as this, words are but
empty things to a broken heart.
Rather, one likes to steal away and
be left alone with his God.
Frank Beverage
M MJ MJMJW
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8.00 P. M.

KING’S AMBASSADOR QUARTET
R. H. S. AUDITORIUM
(Auspices Rockland Lions Club)

Season Tickets for Four Entertainments, $1.00
Children under 12, 1 Oc

A very interesting moving picture
story of a 10 day trip off George
Bank on the scallop dragger Madeline
and Flora as well as other first hand
views of catching lobsters and sein
ing herring was presented before
the Kiwanis Club, by Dick Reed of
the Sea and Shore Fisheries Depart
ment at the Copper Kettle last night.
Each of the various operations was
described by Mr. Reed as it was
flashed upon the screen and the
audience learned new things about
the fishing industry. These movies
have been prepared by the Depart
ment for showing over the State to
better educate the public of the im
portance and magnitude of the
fishing industry.
The herring seining pictures were
taken at Ralph Rackliffe's weir at
Ash Point and showed the entire
operation from setting the seine to
loading the herring aboard a smack
for transportation to a local factory.
Mr. Rackliffe was the star of a
lobster harvesting reel which showed
the trap hauling, measuring, baiting,
re-setting and plugging operations
as well as placing the catch in a car.
The Georges trip required about
40 minutes to show and took the
audience through the icing and
grubbing operations to the banks for
a thousand gallons of scallops, and
back. Highlights of this reel were a
| spectacular "shot" of a sword fisheri man with men in the rigging and a
sunset at sea.
The presentation made a very
satisfactory program and many other
I ’ clubs and organizations have re
quested dates.
Movies of other
phases of the industry are being
taken and the Department will have
a valuable history of the operations
as soon as they are completed.
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RYTEX SKETCHIES
Clever little deckled edge informals—gaily bor
dered . . . indispensable for short letters, infor
mal invitations, “thank-you" notes . . . and
delightful for gifts.

October faty!I
100 INFORMALS
100 ENVELOPES

Postage
10c
Extra

Printed with Name, Address or Monogram on informals in
smartly correct lettering styles.
White Vellum, Grey Threadloom or Ivory Threadloom . . .
borders in blue, green, red and brown.
At this special low price be sure to buy a supply for future
use and for Christmas gifts.

THE COURIER GAZETTE

Carl F. Work, manager of the large
A. & P. market at The Brook, leaves
Saturday night to assume his new
duties as assistant sales manager for
Maine for the Great A. & P. Tea Co.,
with headquarters in Portland.
It was three years ago almost to a
day that Mr. Work took over the local
store and during that period his ef
forts have brought a greatly increased

THREE CENTS A COPY

ON A THOUSAND-MILE FRONT

GREGORY’S

Vol ume 91.................... Number I 23.

HAD A HAPPY WEEKEND

A Travel Story In Five Episodes—First, a Visit Maine’s Next Governor Visits Knox County and
To the Quaint Province of Quebec
Is Captivated By Its Attractions
(By The Roving Reporter—First Installment)
is the Central Maine Tuberculosis
Sanitarium.
Lights blazed in the home of Con
gressman-elect Clyde H. Smith in
Skowhegan, but there was nobody
about the premises, and leaving a
card we passed on regretting that we
did not have a chance to say hello to
the man who had won such a splen
did victory recently in the Second
Maine District.
We lunched that night at Maple
wood Springs on the edge of Bing
ham. and late as the season was we
found that every room in the little
hotel and all of the cottages were oc
cupied. The daughter of the pro
prietor, Mrs. Iona Fortin, is with her
husband in Kirksville, Mo. until he
completes his course in osteopathy.
She is well acquainted with Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Chase of Rockland.
Since returning home I have re
ceived a kind letter from Congressman-elect Smith expressing regret at
not being home; he was calling upon
old age pensioners. I hope Imay be
able to accept his cordial invitation
to visit him in Washington.

When Edward Goma's Chevy
dropped anchor in the home port at
8 o’clock Sunday night the log showed
that we had traveled five million, two
hundred and eighty thousand feet
s.nce leaving the previous Friday aft
ernoon at 5.30 Translated into more
understandable figures we had made
exactly 1000 miles. The begrimed app« arance of the Chevy caused by nine
miles of contact with Provincial mud,
hub deep, would have justified an
observer into thinking that we had
been around the world and part way
into China. The car excited much
attention as it sped back into the
fctates, where we have no mud ex
Light From an Arctic Lamp
cept in springtime and then only on
Aurora borealis was much in evi
Carl F. Work, who lands fine new job the rural roads.
dence as we pushed our way north
but will miss Rockland friends
High Lights Of the Trip
ward bj’ the Wyman Dam in Moscow
Exploration of the Province of and for the remainder of the night
business to the store. He has suc Quebec in channels which the average furnished enough light so that we
ceeded in gathering about him an ex tourist does not travel, was the main could distinguish objects for some
traordinarily efficient and popular object of my latest quest. The story, distance, but the Chaudiere valley
sales force imbued with a spirit of minus the portion which would have which had so greatly interested me
co-operation.
been given but for the loss of several on a day trip two years ago was
A marked personal popularity has pages of notes, will tell of the ride bathed in darkness. It was easy,
been Mr. Work's lot in this city, he along the St. Lawrence river, when however, to visualize those large
; being active in Masonic work. Lions, pouring rain almost obliterated the farm tracts enclosed by rail fences
i musical circles and church endeavor. view of its broad bosom; it will tell of but with rarely any cattle upon them.
As he puts it he "feels like a native" that muddy detour which threatened
We encountered no moose, deer or
and leaves the city with personal re to leave us marooned indefinitely; it bears, but the penetrating glare of
gret even though his new position is will tell of our ludicrous attempts to the Chevy’s powerful headlights
The air mail service which was ex a marked advance. Many youthful gain information in a land where threw into bold relief numerous ex
tended to Bangor has not been re friends and coming musicians view French alone is spoken; it will tell amples of wild life, such as skunks,
ceiving the proper amount of pat his imminent departure with dismay. how we rode 47-i miles in the middle foxes, rabbits, and some small ani
ronage. according to report, and it is
A new manager. Mr. Carey of Au of Lake Champlain in an automobile; mals which we did not attempt to
apparent that the people do not gusta, will arrive at the store tomor- it will describe somewhat the mar classify. In the middle of the road
realize how much time is saved by i row’ and has Mr Work's best wishes vels of autumn scenery where the played two young skunks. They had
this means of communication, for for the same happiness and fine pa freshening breeze was bringing down no right to block traffic, but we did
only three cents more on each letter tronage from people of this section the gaily colored leaves just as the not stop to argue the point as Ed
than is paid for ordinary postage. that has made possible thepresent <-lrSf touch of winter sends down the engineered his car gingerly to one
Air mail in Portland closes at 8.25 advancement.
myriad snowflakes; it will tell also side.
a m. and 5.55 p. m.
-----------------of our visit to the Old Man of the
Over narrow and crooked roads, up
TOWNSEND'S PLAN Mountains and of the almost un- hill and down, we made our way to
-------! broken hundred mile of motor cars Levis, arriving at an hour when one
Pension Advocate Would which we met speeding through the might well consider the prospect of
S
La ldo i Where Pranconia Notch, bound on the same finding a suitable place for partaking
* *
An*Anri which had t.nlcpn
of the day's first meal.
Lemke Is Not On Ticket
from the Western approach.
The Frenchman's Batteau
These are just a few of the high
The
lights of Quebec were inviting
Dr. Francis E. Townsend, National lights. Farmers may find interest
but
a
policeman
who was a dead ring
Recovery Old Age Pension Plan in what I will have to say about
j founder, issued a statement Sunday agricultural conditions across the er for one of the present motion pic
asking his followers to vote for Lan- Canadian border and some first hand ture comedians said it would be two
: don in those States where Lemke, information concerning tne cost of hours before the ferry service began,
Union Party presidential candidate, living there. As about 75 percent of so we decided to omit the Provincial
will not be on the ballot Nov. 3 be- the territory covered was new to both capital from our itinerary, and settled
! cause it was “imperative'' that Presi Mr. Gonia and myself we naturally down in the car for a bit of snooze
pending the arrival of daylight.
dent Roosevelt be defeated.
found much to interest us, and in my
The first object which confronted
Dr. Townsend announced last poor way I will try to pass my im
our gaze as the clouds began to red
Thursday that he would vote for the pressions along.
den in the East was a huge white
Republican candidate, “as the lesser
Visit To Fairfield Sanitarium
steamship docked across the river,
j of two evils," because Lemke was un
Fortified with a nice supper at “Ed every stateroom ablaze with light. I
able to get on the ballot ln California,
where the elderly pension advocate and Mattie's” we set our course due had a natural desire to know the
north for the city which is Levis from name of the craft but as we started
I has his voting residence.
“It is imperative that Franklin which so many of you have been fsr- westward across the Province I was
Roosevelt be defeated Nov. 3," Dr. -lcd across to the city which erected provided with ample opportunity to
Fall Hats
Townsend's statement said, "if we monuments to Wolf and Montcalm regret that I had not paid more at
are to enact the Townsend National and where armed forces battled on tention to the study of French, in
$3.50, $4, $5, $8.50
Rockland High School. The citizens
Recovery Plan Into a law during the he Plains of Abraham.
It was dark when we reached the whom I interrogated were at loss to
next administration.
*
They'll write a new story in your
“Mr. Roosevelt has given silent as Kennebec Valley and high up on our understand me, and I certainly could
hat mirror . . . they'll tell new and
sent to the political campaigns waged left blazed the lights of the Fairfield not understand them, albeit they were
nice things about you to your
against our organization under the Sanitorium, an institution which wc very patient, and did their utmost
friends as you pass. They'll give
guise of ‘investigations’ by the New had never visited, but which took on to serve us. I pointed to the light
you bushels of get-up and go. for
Deal administration. Mr. Roosevelt a new interest for us due to the fact ed steamship, but in response to all
these hats are different hats . . . must be defeated.
that one of Ed’s relatives Ralph my questions, throwing in an occa
newer hats than the one you're
Lemke, he said, is “100 per cent” Baker, is chief engineer there. Mr. sional French word which I thought
wearing or have tried on.
for the Townsend plan and "there Baker is a former Rockland boy who might help, I gathered that they
fore Mr. Lemke has my endorsement will be remembered as having had an called the craft a batteau, and the
,Of course you ran wait and take a
as a candidate for the Presidency.’’ active part in Rockland High School frequent use of the word Quebec con
rhanee on w inning one on the elec
"However," he said, "there are sev athletics. h4 followed the sea for a vinces me that it must have been
tion, but it's our guess that you’ll
eral states where Mr. Lemke is not on long time and after leaving it became the steamship's name.
be better off if you don't depend on
the ballot. It is obvious that in such an engineer of the Maine School for
Canada's Narrow Bridges
guessing at all and come straight | states where Lemke is not on the the Deaf, from which he was trans
Began now a journey which was
here.
ballot, Roosevelt still must be de ferred as chief engineer at Fairfield destined to take us along the St.
feated. Therefore I strongly urge that Sanitorium. Eight men assist him in Lawrence River as far as Sorel, some
In every color that's accepted or
in those states where Lemke is not operating the huge central heating 50 or 60 miles from Montreal. Until
expected to be.
on the ballot, everyone who desires plant, which is so neat and shiny
we reached Ste. Angele de Laval, op
{to see the national recovery plan that it would excite the admiration
posite Three Rivers we were in con
j bearing my name enacted into a law of a housewife, to say nothing of
tinual sight of the St. Lawrence
during the next administration will those who know and enjoy the fas
From there to Sorel we were in
vote for Landon.”
Fall Shirts
cination of machinery. The total proximity to Lake St Peter, but not
number of employes is 102.
close enough to glimpse that large
Oscar Rackliffe and Sherwood
body of water.
Fall Neckwear
Congressman Was Out
Small have returned from Aroostook
The first towns we reached were
Fairfield Sanitorium, I was told,
County where they have been picking
Saint Telephore and St. Romauld
The most attractive line of
began
its
career
in
a
tent.
Today
potatoes. They say that women pick
DEtchenin. crossing frequently over
Girls' and Misses'
ers were equally adept at the art, there are seven modern buildings on
"Ponts Etroit,” which the English
the
hill-top,
four
of
them
for
the
and don't do half as much kicking.
words beneath would have you under
patients.
The
Sanitarium's
capacity
Ski Jackets
Eighty to 90 barrels is an extra good
stand are narrow bridges. Canada is
day’s work. The average day’s pay is is 198 patients and there are at pres ouite famous for them. The signs in
in beautiful colorings
ent
180.
$4.90.
A tower 108 feet high supports a sist upon a speed of 20 miles an hour,
water tank with 75,000 gallons' but when Ed pushed the Chevy to 40
capacity, and used for fire protec or even 50 there appeared nobody to
WE BUY
tion. Surmounting it is a 380-watt remonstrate.
Dressed Hogs, Beef, Lamb and Veal, electric lamp which serves as airplane
No Lawns To Mow
i We sugar cure and smoke your hams,
guidance.
The style of architecture displayed
shoulders
and
bacon.
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
The official name of the institu in the Provincial dwellings is entire
C. H. RICE COMPANY
Roekland, Me. tion, in which not a few Knox Coun ly different from that found ln the
Tillson Avenue
121-132 ty patients have received treatment, states, yet grace and attractiveness

Headlining at

Delivery
in about
ten days

HAS FINE POSITION

North Haven Resident Com Kiwanis Club Entertained By Manager Carl Work Goes Up
ments Upon Tragic Death
A. & P. Ladder—Grateful
Dick Reed With Fishing
of Ralph Beverage
Trip Movies
To Local Patrons
North Kaven, Oct. 12

TOMORROW, WEDNESDAY, OCT. 14

Single Admission, 35c.

SNAPPED ON GEORGES

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, October 13, 1936

Oovernor-elect Lewis O. Barrows
spent the weekend in Knox County
and in the course of three busy days
revealed a charming and many-sided
personality.
Accompanying the future Chief
Executive were Mrs. Barrows and
Senator and Mrs. Carrol Blaisdell of
Franklin. Together with Mr and
Mrs. A. C. Hocking, Mr. and Mrs. P.
P. (Bicknell and Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
Joy they formed a happy house party,
at “Wallston Ledges," the St. George
summer home of Mr. and Mrs. Hock
ing, and owned by the estate of Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis C. Barter. Mrs. Hocking's parents.
Saturday the men folks, augmented
by Representative Albert Elliot went
on a duck hunting trip to Shark
Ledges, between Port Clyde and
Monhegan, guests on that occasion of
Chester Marshall in his handsome
cabin cruiser.
The seas were kicking up in true
fall style, but the future Oovernor
stuck to his gun until some of his
companions had prudently withdrawn
and was rewarded by a good bag of
game. Cameras clicked merrily as

the present Secretary of State took
his stand on the ledges, and the pic
tures will probably make their eventu
al way into the public prints.
Saturday afternoon Mr. Barrows
doffed his hunting clothes, and ar
rayed in fall garments stood on the
side lines at Community Park, where
Rockland High was battling Cony
High of Augusta. Mr. Barrows is a
pronounced football fan, but this game
had a particular interest for him, as
his son was in the Augusta lineup.
Sunday there was another delight
ful sail with Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Marshall playing the role of host and
hostess. This trip, ln which the
ladies were included, was up the
Georges River, and around the islands
outside of Port Clyde harbor.
Another Sunday feature which
greatly intrigued Maine's next Gov
ernor was the visit to the winter
sports camp at Hosmer's Pond, Cam
den. And here again the busy cam
eras caught Mr. Barrows in action.
The distinguished visitors returned
home yesterday delighted with their
weekend outing, and carrying some
new ideas as to the sporting possibili
ties of Knox County.

SEARCHED FOR HIM
' Capt. Orris Holbrook Cause
Of Much Anxiety Over
the Weekend
The unexplained absence of Capt.
Orris Holbrook caused much anxiety
in his home town of St. George over
[ the weekend, an intensive search be
ing made for him meantime by the
Coast Guard forces of Rockland,
] Whitehead and Burnt Island.
Capt. Holbrook went flatting Friday
morning and on his return told his
wife that the boat's rudder was acting
badly and that he was going to Vinal
haven to have repairs made. The
engine balked, the anchor wouldn't
i hold, and he was in a decidedly un: comfortable position when a lightkeeper saw his plight and notified
In ease you have not met .him Vinalhaven. In a short time he was
here's George C. Cumming, the new being towed into that port.
He plans to return to Tenant’s Har
superintendent of schools for the bor tomorrow.
Roekland-Rockport Union.
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR RALLY
is there. The buildings abut directly
The Knox County Christian En
upon the cement highways, and the
owner can derive a certain amount deavor Rally will be held at the Rock
ol satisfaction from the fact that he port Baptist Church Friday. The pro
has no lawn to mow when a hot gram follows:
summer day comes upon him. There 5-5.45—Social Hour, held at Rock
port Town hall; led by John Tay
were a few exceptions, but in most
lor of Camden.
of the towns we saw there was
so little turf that it could scarcely 5.45-6.10—Business meeting.
6.30- 7.30—Supper, at Rockport Bap
be taken into the reckoning.
tist Church vestry.
Suddenly there towered before us
that massive structure the Quebec 7.30- 8.00 — Inspirational Service;
awarding of attendance banner;
Bridge—so tremendous that our own
devotional service, Gwendolyn
Carleton Bridge and the Bucksport
MacDonald; special musical num
bridge pale into insignificance. The
ber; prayer; offering.
Bath bridge has two decks, but the
Quebec bridge solves all transporta 8.00—Address, Newell Smith, Tenant's
Harbor.
tion wants with a single deck which
accommodates vehicular, foot and
railroad travel.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
•We walked out onto the bridge for
If I had my life to Uve attain I would
a short distance, noting as we did so have
made a rule to read some poetry
a conspicuous sign, which read: "You and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes Is •
are strictly forbidden to throw stones loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
or other missiles at passing ships
Persons found guilty will be prose
cuted.”
Mustn’t Heave Rocks
From its towering height of 150
ieet above high water, it can readily
be seen what might happen if some
body dropped a rock onto the deck
of ship passing under the bridge.
One of those spit-balls that naughty
boys used to throw in school would
almost be dangerous under such cir
cumstances.
The Quebec Bridge was begun in
1908 and the world knows of the ter
rible tragedy which was enacted when
one of the spans crashed into the
river during the construction stage.
Tire bridge was completed in 1918. It
was built for the Dominion of Can
ada, is 3230 feet long, and the main
span is 1500 feet long. They say that
the bridge sways, and it certainly felt
that way as we stood in the footpath
to watch a long freight trains pass
over the structure. Admittedly height
dizzy I gave one look at the river
far below, turned away from the
bridge and breathed more freely as
we boarded our car and resumed our
westward swing across the Province.

(Continued in Thursday’s issue)

OPEN UNTIL NOVEMBER 1ST
“RUTH’S”
Ruth Barter, Prop.
HOT LOBSTER\STEW, SALADS
AND SANDWICHES, PASTRY
Tel. 8035
Tenant's Harbor, Me.
118-129

COLUMBUS
October 12, 1492
Behind him lay the gray Azores,
Behind the Gates of Hercules;
Before him not the ghost of shores,
Before him only shoreless seas.
The good mate said: "Now must we pray.
For lo! the very stars are gone.
Brave Adm'r'l. speak; what shall I say?”
"Why, say 'Sail on! sail on! and on!' '•
"My men grow mutinous day by day;
My men grow ghastly wan and weak."
The stout mate thought of home; a
spray
Of salt wave washed hts swarthy cneex.
"What shall I say. brave Adm'r’l, say.
If we sight naught but seas at dawn?"
“Why. you shall say, at break of day:
'Sail on! sail on! sail on I and on I' '*

They sailed and sailed, as winds might
blow,
Until at last the blanched mate said:
"Why, now not even Ood would know
Should I and all my men fall dead.
These very winds forget their way.
For God from these dread seas Is gone.
Now speak, brave Adm'r'l; speak and
say"—
He said "Sail on! sail on! and on!”

They sailed. They sailed. Then spake
the mate:
"This mad sea shows his teeth tonight;
He curls his lips, he lies ln wait,
With lifted teeth, as If to bite:
Brave Adm'r'l, say but one good word;
What shall we do when hope Is gone?"
The words leapt like a leaping sword:
"Sail on! sail on! sail on! and on!”
Then, pale and wan. he kept his deck.
And peered through darkness. Ah, that
night
Of all dark nights! And then a speck—
A light! a light! a light! a light!
It grew, a starlit flag unfurled!
It grew to be Time's burst of dawn.
He gained a world; he gave that world
It's grandest lesson: "On! sail on!”

—Joaquin MU1«,

The Courier-Gazette

STEAMBOAT BOYS GET A BREAK

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Let us worship and bow down: let
us kneel before the Lord our maker.
—Ps. 95: 6.

FOR PRESIDENT

ALF M. LANDON
of Kansas

For Vice President

FRANK KNOX
of Illinois
ESPERANTO ON DECK

Every-Other-Day
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Amateur Collector Rides His Hobby—Your
Ideas Will Be Welcome
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Capt. Archibald sent along a fine
I have followed your stories on old I picture of his favorite Monhegan bat
sailing ships with keenest interest, tling with the ice at Stonington, also
and more power to 'em. but isn't it his Mineola. There are also pictures
time you gave us old steamboat boys of the W. G. Butman, the Islesboro.
a break? I am strictly an amateur ln Golden Rod. Castine (beforeand after
this steamboat business but nobody her tragic crash', the Sankaty, Fire
has a keener interest and I hope fly. Sommers N. Smith. John Chester
some day to have a complete photo Morrison ar.d Sophia of the Snow i
graphic library of steam propelled fleet.
craft that have plied in Penobscot ' There are also several of the Maine
Bay.
Central boats. Pemaquid. Sieur de
It happened that I made the last Monu and Samoset, though not too
trip of the Belfast down river as clear.
The Westport. Boothbay,
guest of Capt. Ed. Rawley and the Eugenia Spofford. Stockton, and cut- ;
tragedy of that final sailing after a ters Woodbury. Kickapoo and Ossi-

“I NEVER KNEW BEFORE WHAT REAL
PIPE-SMOKING PLEASURE WAS,”—™
YOU'LL HUNT A LONG^

Prince Albert

TIME BEFORE YOU
FIND A TOBACCO THAT
COMES ANYWHERE NEAR

SMOKIN'THAT MAKES

PRINCE ALBERT

A FELLOW WANT TO

L

FOR FRAGRANCE
J
AND FLAVOR
/[

GIVES THE KIND OF

KEEP PUFFING AWAV

I

ALL DAT LONG

J

“That P. A. ‘no-bite’
C. L. Decker says:
There will be readers of this paper
process sure takes
“
Being
packed
in
tin.
who recall, no long period of years
out the harshness,”
Prince Albert stays
ago when there was a general inter
Mr. Phillips states.
fresh and flavory.”
est in the subject of an international
language. Under the direction of
Mrs. A D. Bird a considerable degree
men! you CAN Tey
o* enthusiasm was locally developed
PA. WITHOUT KSKlNG
READ THIS SPECIAL PRINCE ALBERT
in the subject, and if we are not
_ A CENT
mistaken a club was formed that
FREE-TRIAL OFFER
made some definite progress in
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don’t
GRAN
study, which later gave way to the
find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever
smoked, return the pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco
country-wide lack of interest which
MAKIN
in it to us at any time within a month from thia date, and
gradually manifested itself. Those
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.
cltib members who hark back to that
I, Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
period of interesting study may per
o
Carolina
a
Winston-Salem, North
north Carotin)
haps wish they had persisted, when
they learn that the language has be
CRIMP CUT,
come official in Europe, of which a The Gov. Bodwell of beloved memory. “Smartest craft for her inches ever
Yon’ll agree
ONG BUP‘
' PIPfc AND
in
these
waters."
f
ci&r^^^'c'ACCO
with
E.
Authors!
news item reads:
“Postal officials are now training
their employes in the international century of continuous service is still pee. as well as the ghost ship Polias
Esperanto. Through the Universal with me and led to this library. I off Port Clyde. There is also the Gov.
B pipeful* of fragrant tobacco in
Postal Union of Berne, the Nether
every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert
lands postal administration has sent have now 51 different ships and quite Douglass, then steam propelled. Two
out invitations to the third interna- a few in several different views, ships not of these waters are included
tlonal course for postal, telegraph and \ largely turned in by friends or those in this list, the ill fated Portland betelephone officials, for a ten-day who wanted to see a complete history cause of great local interest in her
' mainstays of the Rockland line.
course. Banuks are also using Esper.
made
and
photographs
preserved.
i
loss
and
a
large
picture
”
of
her
sister
Thc lineup:
anto. The hungarian-Italian Bank
There are still many holes in the ship the old Bay State because it is
Cony—Burke. Young, le; Perkins.
and the Hungarian General Credit
Bank are bothzusing Esperanto in list of course which time and pa- such a fine likeness (presented by
Michaud. It; Spears, lg; Hopkins.'
addition to the language previously tience may fill and many of the pho- George Dunton'.
Davis, c; Whitney, rg; Bolduc. JohnONE-CLEANING
in use for correspondence. The banks
1 son^t; Radsky. Burney, re: Coughhave now sent out folders giving maps tographs are far from perfect. The ■ Probably the greatest interest is
and information as to the location earliest is the original Bangor. 1833. shown in the Katahdin. called the
’ lin. qb: Barrows. Blodgett, lb; Trial.
has removed all impurities from D&H
ol their branches in Budapest and and next the iron hulled Bangor of luckiest ship ever on the Boston, Dorey, rh; Brown, Achmanski, fb.
the rest of the kingdom.'
1844. propellor driven. Then there is Bangor run. The old Katy lived a
Cone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE leaving it
Rockland — Murgita. Raye. re; j
We can think of the approaching the beloved old Katahdin, the ill fated long and honorable life with nary a |
Black. Turner, rt; Cuccinello. rg; La- j
all good burnable fuel. That is why D&H
„
Th‘‘ undefeated Cony High football | arm out of wraps and after fading Crosse. Duff, c; Anderson. Peter*.
pays of winter being shorn of a good Cambridge, the Penobscot. City of disaster, though when the Cambridge
gives more heat. Unusual draft-obedi
deal of their monotony through the Bangor (including one high and dry was lost on Old Man s Ledge the Katy ; team of Augusta, propelled by the some 10 >ards. scaled the melon Hickman, lg; Morgan. Pietroski, it;
ence enables you to regulate the fire for
°
individual consideration of this course at Lobster Cove. Spruce Head Island', was recuperating from a battle with a r unfailing right arm of its quarter- ■s“al= 1 own ' e lc
Hanley, Chisholm, le; East, qb;
j
Vminrr n-r
economy and comfort.
ot study that Esperanto holds out City of Rockland (including one of hurricane which blew her far to sea [ back. added Rockland to its rapidly end Young who was downed on the Skinner, rh; Karl, lh; Rawley, Glov
25
yard
stripe.
her badly smashed on her last trip). and necessitated the burning of growing list of victims as it handed
to us.
er, Murgita. fb.
Rockland followers derived some
Touchdown. Dorey. Referee. Good- ,
Ransom B. Fuller and Camden and freight and ship's furnishings to get
the locals their first setback of the satisfaction on the next play as a
M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
rich (Colby). Umpire. Hucke (Colby)
Belfast of the Boston-Rockland line, her into Portsmouth. N. H That left
THE FARMER VOTE
bad pass from center set the visitors Head linesman. Karl (Fryeburg).
The prettiest picture in the outfit the Penobscot as the only ship owned season on a rain soaked gridiron at
519 MAIN STREET,
TEL. 487
back 10 yards, as the entire Rockland I
Shows- _
is one. °f the
lournal’s Canvass ---------. famous old City
, of Rich- by the line at that time. These three Community Park. Saturday, by a 6 line swarmed Coughlin before he
SAM SEZAK'S TEAM
1
1 mond passing Dice's Head, presented ,pictures were presented by Miss i to 0 score. The game, marking thc
Some Presidential Straws I by Mrs Fred L. Linekin Another Blanche Ingraham who is intensely high spot on Rockland's schedule, could pick the ball up and run. The J
cheers that greeted the incident were
The Fairhaven, Mass., News
shows the Richmond a wreck on Mark interested in steamboat lore by virtue was all that it was advertised to be ; turned into
Highly Interesting
moans. however, as
Island with her upper works jsut be- of being a member of Rockland's most
paper Calls It a Hard Fight
in the way of a contest, and attracted Coughlin wound up again and rifled
Farmers of Illinois, Iowa, Mary- I ing carried away. My maternal famous steamboat family,
the largest crowd of the season, in- D?e ball diagonally to his ebony coming Eleven
land and Ohio have shifted definitely ■ grandmother was rescued from that
a fine picture of the Boston joycluding Gov.-elect Barrows and a big Plexioned ri«ht end Burney wh° cut
from Roosevelt to Landon, while wreck by steamer Pioneer. There liner Dorothy Bradford was presentSam Sezak's Fairhaven, Mass., foot
across and behind the Rockland
those of New England. New York.'"* SeVWal interestin« views of the
the information that she delegation of rooters from the Capitol
t0 fnatch the lealher out
ball team is getting away to an ex
'
I City, despite weather conditions that J oj
jas^ failing raindrops and
New Jersey and Pennsylvania show
cellent start in its early games.
I made playing next to impossible.
; scurry to the Rockland five yard line
the same strong preference they have
Two smashes into the center of the Under the caption Fairhaven High
Victory was gained chiefly be
shown for the Republican candidate
has hopes of a grid revival under the
with this
cause the visitor's had a Mr. Cough Rockland line failed to gain the
from the beginning, according to the
necessary yardage for a score, so new regime.” the local paper said:
lin playing quarterback who hurls
latest reports from the Farm Jour
Coughlin again displayed his marks
MODERN ROOM HEATER
"Launched successfully upon its
forw’ard passes equally as well, and manship. this time scoring a bullseye
nal's farm-to-farm canvass.
1936 season, a spirited Fairhaven
with perhaps more success than his as he tossed a flat pass to Dorey who
California appears to be irretriev- |
|N their attractive modern design the
famous namesake of Detroit hurls merely stepjied over the goalline for Bigh grid squad is anticipating a^reably lost to the Republicans, as far as
handy Perfection Room Heaters, used
turn of former football laurels under
adjectives. The Cony signal caller : the tally.
farmers are concerned, unless Dr.
its
new
and
enthusiastic
mentor,
by more than a million families, now are
cut loose with a barrage of passes
With a heavy rain falling through
Townsend's aid to the G.OF. shall
midway in the second period that out the first half and the field re- , Samuel Sezak .......
more desirable than ever. At an instant's
prove effective, the Farm Journal
"Despite the fact that there are
proved disastrous to Rockland and sembling the clam flats at low tide
notice these kerosene burning portable
states.
carried the visitors some 60 yards up causing frequent fumbles, neither but four veterans available. “Chick"
Michigan and Oregon farmers have 1
heaters chase chills from cold corners,
the field for the game's only touch team never really got a chance to Perry on the line. Captain Benny
shifted their sentiment from Landon 1
bathrooms,playrooms, halls or wherever
I
Freitas,
Ray
Babbitt
and
Freddy
Mor

down.
to Roosevelt, it is noted. Kansas, j
show its running attack. Cony's backgan
i
nthe
backfield,
the
Blue
coach
It
was
Coughlin's
ability
to
toss
the
you
need a few EXTRA DEGREES OF
field. utilizing the Notre Dame shift
while apparently still Republican, j
has molded together a hard fighting
clammy
pigskin
that
spelled
the
difoperated
from
a
single
wingback
HEAT.
A wide choice of finishes and
has developed somewhat greater sup
ference between the two teams Out- j formation behind a balanced line, eleven.
port for the New Deal, while Wis
colors, vith or without the Pyrex brand transparent firebowls.os shown
“Handicapped by the absence of
consin, still Lemke's best State, keeps The rebuilt Gov. Bodwrll taken shortly before her spectacular finish in 1931. side of Cony* one concerted drive I and gave from 'occasional spurts I
here. T-ey'i* the genuine Perfection Stove Company heaters, with
this by
both
clubs
operated
on
about
even
,
didn
.
t
do
a
great
dcal
agains
^
th€
j
weight
Sezak
Is
offsetting
Landon in first place in a threethe
triangle trademark. Let us show you the attractive new models.
terms.
The
visitors
had
a
little
adspeed
and
deception.
tt
Using
.
thc
unlucky J. T. Morse, including one made several trips here during thc
scrappy Rockland forward wall.
cornered contest.
double wing back and running sevas she lay at Tillson’s Wharf after boom days, but this is questioned by vantage in the first half, but Itock ■ Rockland's
nunMrtiiii .’s uiinir*-.
iranu
mir
w.
i
offense, featuring a
the Camden had plowed through her another old salt who inquires for the land displayed the edge in the final simple shift of both line and back- j eral plays from kick formation Fair
CASTINE WANTS IT
periods,
although
it
failed
to
capij
haven has a complete repertoire of
forward gangway, and another as she steamers Lewiston. Hercules. Prank
field, looked improved over its previ
talize on its two scoring opportuni
ous home games, but as the slippery I forward and lateral passes to toss
Lions Club There Is Also Iay 4inkin* after unsuccessfully argu Jones. Henry Morrison. May Queen.
at its opponents this Fall.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ing over the right of way with the Mayfield. M. & M. Tremont and tugs ties.
condition of the ball caused excus
The deciding marker was scored
“ ‘I’ve never seen such a spirit in
Seeking the Lobster Rear sharp ncsed Pemaquid.
Frederick Wilson and Fred Richards.
able fumbles, the locals never got a
The island lines start with the My only answer is that I live in hopes. in the second period after Cony had chance to show its scoring plays with a squad,’ commented Coach Sezak as
ing Station
taken possession of the ball near its '
speedy Clara Clarita, followed by her
John M. Richardson.
which it is supposed to be equipped. his squad charged through its pre
own 40 yard line. The aforemenCastine would like to have the lob successor, the Pioneer, chiefly re
The locals tried desperately to liminary work before engaging in a
I Ed-Thursday night at the Bap- tioned Mr Coughlln t00k his pitching
ster rearing station project being puted for her moderation. Several tist Men's League is “Steamboat
score with its overhead game but an scrimmage with Holy Family.
“Training periods are not sessions
alert Cony secondary slapped the
planned by the Department of Sea views of the Gov. Bodwell of beloved Night" and an evening of rare inter
of
drudgery under Sezak. The blue
memory
are
included
—
as
she
was
majority of the attempts into the
est is promised. I
and Shore Fisheries and the U. S.
built, "as she iay a sorry wreck at
mud. Cony’s passes were splendidly mentor lets his squad frolic consid
Bureau of Fisheries and the local
Swan's Island and finally as rebuilt
executed and caught the local defense erably, and makes the sessions short.
RAZORVILLE
Lions Club has appealed to Com before her destruction by fire. Few
completely off balance, as Rockland, When he wants them to work, how
C'Vzw you can afford Qcnuinr, Socially Gorrecl
missioners Rodney E. Feyler and will deny that the Bodwell was the
perhaps, hardly expected to see any- ever. the Fairhaven boys do, but they
Inspection of Fond-du-lac Chapter
one do the things with a soggy foot- j hardly realize it for their instructor
Frank T. Bell to consider the claims smartest thing for her inches ever in iS scheduled for Oct. 21.
ball that Coughlin did.
1 has that haPPV Acuity of making
of their community before a site is these waters. There is of course the
ENGRAVED STATIONERY
Mrs. Maud Overlock and Mrs. Doris
Besides
Coughlin.
Barrows,
the
tiresome routine work enjoyable."
old
faithful
Vinalhaven.
thc
contrary
definitely picked.
At the Lowest Prices
Oov.-elect's son. did stellar work in-----------------A committee has been appointed Sebenoa and the two fine boats now Miller were recent guests of Edith
Overlock.
the Cony backfield, while Burney.
WEST HOPE
• |
to look into the matter and the Com under Col. Stinson's wing, the North
Ever Offered Anywhere 1
Mss Dycel Powell of North Union
------missioners have been informed that Haven and W. S. White. There are
Rankin St.,
Rockland Perkins and Whitney stood out in the ■
VISITING CARDS
line. Murgita. Rawley, LaCrosse. \ Recent callers at Mr. and Mrs. Carl
the citizens of Castine will do every several other pictures of island line visited Sunday at the home of her
120Ttf Black. Morgan and Peters were the j Merrifield's were Mr and Mrs Har100 Paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30
thing possible to help the project craft I have seen and would give my brother. Morris Powell.
At These Prices,
»tyle» of engraving, plate Included,
—
—
—
old
Coleman
of
Farmington.
N.
II
.
along.
Charles W. Clark of Hyde Park,
right eye to own including the Vinal
Why Buy
°nly..........
*1,85
also Mr. and Mrs. Alberton Smith
It Ls felt that the facilities offered haven as she lay sunk and burned at Mass., spent the weekend with hir
Imitations?
^^£,^£UNCEMENTS
rmerly
of
this
town.
for such a project are excellent. Many the island, another as she was rebuilt mother here. His cousin, Miss Bea
OR INVITATIONS
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Willis and!
sites are available and a good harbor before being cut in two and length trice Bowler, accompanied him tc
Genuine engraving ls
On white or ivory stock—wedding or plain
ildren of Pittsfield and Mr. and |
the socially correct
finish. Inside and outside envelopes and
and fine transportation systems would ened; also the Mayfield and others. Maine for a visit with her father
thing for business staplate included______________________ $8.95
utomatic
eliver rs. J. M. Pushaw were guests Sun- [
make this a logical location, it is be
The ever courteous Oeorge Davis Silas Bowler, in Palermo.
^sTvemt^
SOCIAL STATIONERY
y of Lucretia Pushaw at The
lieved.
supplied the Catherine and Juliette
Miss Gusta Ross passed the week
business or professional
Special styles for men and women. A
The members of the Club are inter as well as the Fuller, besides an excel end with Mrs. Maud Howard. Othei
24
our ervic de-a-way, Lermond Pond.
use.
Now—at these
choice of lovely colors, monograms and
Mrs. Orpheus Smith of Union, N '
ested in the future of the community lent picture of the Mount Desert and visitors there were Mr. and Mrs
amazingly low prices—
styles of engraving, plate included_______
,
has
been
spending
a
few
days
I
and want this project.
Ralph Hannan of Union. Mr. and Mrs
there is no need to be
$2.25. $3.95 and up.
th Mrs. C. Merrifield and Mrs
They have been informed that due
Nathaniel Cramer and sons and Mr A LOCAL CONCERN
satisfied with imitation
BUSINESS STATIONERY
engraving or commoncnn ,
,
,,
.
ittie Wellman.
consideration will be given to their
I and Mrs. Carroll Rowe of Palermo. SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE^^J
NOW I EAT
place Drintina
ALL
500 business cards or Hammermill Bond
Mrs. Duer and Miss Poe of Philaclaims before a final site is chosen.
Frances Marr was a visitor Sunda;
PRICES IN THIS ADletterheads (S’/axll or 7VixlOMt), plate inVERTISEMENT
cluded' only..................................... *7.95
lphia closed Beaver Camp last Fri- j
' at Mildred Turner's.
FOR OIL OR BURNER SERVICE
INCLUDE THE COST
iy
after
a
successful
season.
Georgia
Bowman
entertained
rela
ORFF’S CORNER
Upset Stomach Goes
OF ENGRAVING THE
Mrs Annie Merrill Is visiting at the
tives over the weekend, among then
PLATE.
E. Wellman home.
The Layman’s Gospel Team will
being her (niece. Bernice Light ol McLOON SALES & SERVICE
Mrs. Annig Merrill of Thomaston j
1 Augusta.
hold a service Thursday at the
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
TELS. 730 & 731
MAINE
John L. Howard of Union visitei ROCKLAND
id Lucretia Pushaw were guests1
A welcome is extended to
church.
Bcu am*
Hoi water
i Saturday at Edith Overlock's,
lursday of Mrs. Carl Merrifield,
everyone.
SureRcW

Prince Albert

OH, MR. COUGHLIN!

If It Hadn’t Been For You Rockland High School
Might Have Won Saturday

QUICK WARMTH
Any lime.. Anywhere

r

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

PERFECTION ROOM HEAIERS

USED CARS

Bought and Sold

MILLER’S GARAGE

FINEST FUEL GRANGE OIL!
A
D
H
S

CABBAGE

FOR INDIGESTION

Every-Other-Day
Elliot R. Duncan of Danvers,
Mass., is passing the holiday week
end in this city.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT8
Oct. 13—Vinalhaven—Installation ol
officers. Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge.
Oct 13—Union—4-H Club contest at
Orange hall.
Oct 13—Warren—Amateur Night and
one-act play In town hall, auspices
Forget-me-not Troop Girl Scouts.
ocv ja-10 -Topsham Fair.
Oct. 14 — Camden — Parent-Teacher
Ass’n meeting ln Congregational parish
house
Oct. 14—King's Ambassador’s Quartet
In Lions' Course at High School Audi
torium.
Oct. 14—Rockport—Garden Club meets.
Oct 15-18—Maine Music Festival at
Sanford.
Oct. 15—Warren—"Seth Parker's Jones
port Folks." two-act benefit performance
at Baptist Church, auspices Ladles'

Circle.

Oct. 15—Fiftieth anniversary of Harvest
Home at Appleton.
Oct
15—Opening meeting of the
Baptist
Men’s
League
(Steambdat
Night).
Oct. 16—-Methebesec Club opens Its
season at the Bok Home For Nurses. ’
Oct
16—Quarterly Meeting of the
Knox County Christian Endeavoer Un»n
at Rockport Baptist Church
Oct 16—Opening of deer hunting sea
son In six counties.
Oct. 16—Knox County Christian
deavor rally at Rockport Baptist Chui
Oct 21—Mordella Merry Makers
■lifff
Lions Course at High School auditor!
Oct 21—South Warren—Good Will
Orange fair
I
Oct 22—Annual meeting of KnoxLlncoln Farm Bureau at Camden Opera
House.
Oct. 26—Camden—Illustrated lecture
by Dr. Marlon Bradshaw at Congrega
tional parish house.
Oct 26—Rockport—High School Mffistrels at Town Hall
Oct 28—Bob Zimmerman, deep-sea
diver In Lions Course at High School
auditorium
Oct 28 Navy Day
„ , ,
„
Oct 30—Nov. 1—State Christian En
deavor Convention ln the First Baptist
Church
Oct 30—Benefit fair and bazaar at
Masonic Temple
Oct. 30—Booster Night at Penobscot
View Orange
Oct 31—Halloween.
Oct 31—County Contest of 4-H Clubs
ln Rockland
Nov. 1—All Saints' Day.
Nov. 2— All Souls' Day
Nov. 3— National election.

The versatile Cliff Lufkin has on
display at the Ayer-port a sweet po
tato raised on his farm at Olen Cove.
Its luxurious foliage resembles ivy.
The police went on the warpath for
nickel machines Saturday night. As
a result seven respondents paid $5
each in Municipal Court yesterday.

Eph Gordon brought a prompt
reply to our question as to who had
seen a larger Maine number plate.
The one he espied was 154,055.
There’s something for Don to aim at.

PROGRAM OF LIONS’ ENTERTAINMENT FESTIVAL
OCTOBER 14

OCTOBER 21

King’s Ambassadors Quartet
Is on a mission of good cheer to every musicloving audience. Four male voices that fit each
other like the firgers of your hand, perfected
in harmony under Lloyd King's leadership, skill
fully weave a musical spell that's enchanting in
its smoothness and satisfying in its art. Un
usually beautiful effects on a peal of a hundred
English bells always appeal to their audiences,
and make a splendid ontrast to their harmony
singing. Be a first nighter.

Rockland was treated to a fiveminute cyclone about 11.15 yesterday
Missionary Society of M. E. Church
forenoon, when it had passed several
hundred tons of our autumn leaves will meet Thursday at 230.
had changed their residence to
Earle C. Dow, Press Herald corre
Vinalhaven.
spondent, is having his annual vaca
A cluster of ripe raspberries, which tion.
had the makings of a first class rasp
Patrolman J. D. Chapman is hav
berry pie, found its way to horticul
tural editor's desk yesterday, with the ing his annual vacation and Patrol
compliments of Mrs. A. C. Jones of man Carl Christofferson is back on
Talbot avenue who had just picked it. his beat.

The Mordelia Merry Makers
Swing through an evening of Neapolitan airs,
Italian and other European Folk Songs, Ameri
can classics. Thc great Pietro Mordelia of Bos
ton is assisted by his daughter Flora, who won
the All-New England Beethoven prize for voice
two years ago. Flora plays a piano-accordion
almost as well as her talented father and, for
novelty in the program, gives several humorous
impersonations.

NOVEMBER 4

OCTOBER 28

Robert Zimmerman

“Cricket”

Magnificent rcral gardens of the deep—deadly
sharks and barracuda—long lost Spanish gal
leons and hundreds of other mysterious objects
of thc ocean’s bed are vividly pictured, and in
many ea'cs actually shown thc audience by Bob
Zimmerman. His large display of deep-sea
eurios filling the stage, coupled with his dramatic
narrative on the ocean’s floor at thc end of airhose and lifc-Une make a thrilling talc under the
title “Up From the Bottom of the Sea." More
recently his work has been in motion pictures
in the Bahamas, making under-t ea movies, and
in salvage operations.

Tills modern comedy deals with the way one
American family met and conquered the “late
unpleasantness.” A servant, “Cricket for short,”
enters the employ of Congressman and Mrs.
Smith Winters and Immediately “things hap
pen" to the household. As the theme unfolds,
you will see how easily it might have resulted
otherwise. When the curtain goes down on the
third act, we hope you will have discovered a
secret, one as old as humanity yet as new as
tomorrows sun, but one each must discover for
himself.

COL. F. S. PHILBRICK
Former Commander of Maine

Grand Army Succumbs To

NEW YORK-HAVANANASSAU

Shock—Interesting Career
Col. Fernando S. Philbrick died
late Sunday night, following a long
illness, the direct cause of his demise
being a paralytic ^shock. Funeral

All Expenses

Tropical Ports in Luxury Liner

servi£es w’ill be hold from the Littlefield Memorial Church Wednesday
afternoon at 130, Rev. Charles A.
Marstaller. the pastor officiating. Vicksburg they surrendered four days '
COURT OF HONOR
Col. Philbrick, who is a past depart- later.
The only wound Mr. Philbrick re- Members of Troop 2, Boy
ceived was a little scar on the right
Scouts, Receive Their De
cheek and he was unable to remem
ber what caused that.
served Rewards
Mr. Philbrick was only 18 when he
fThe Court of Honor Committee
arrived home and took up farming for
a while after the war. In 1871 took Finley McDonald or Augusta. Chair
up his residence in Whitinsville, Mass, man of District Court of Honor Com
where he was employed in the wood mittee, District Commissioner Evan
working department of a shop where P. Hale. Field Scout Executive Willis
The October committees of the Hos
machinery for the manufacture of J. Furtwengler, Almon Cooper. Mar
Among those appearing on the pro pital Auxiliary. Mrs. Russell Eartcotton
cloth was made. Mr. Philbrick tin Graves, G. C. Hopkins, Visitor
gram at Golden Rod Chapter. O.E.S., lett chairman, will hold a benefit food
made his home in Whitinsville 22 Robert McDonald, HJS.M.. T:roop 139,
Friday night, were Mrs. Blanche sale Saturday at Senter Crane's.
, years, and then came back to Knox I Augusta conducted last night s court
Morton *nd Leon White, pupils of
County and bought an eight-acre of Honor for Troop 2.
Mrs. Lilian Sprague Copping. Their
Baraca Class of M. E. Church will
The Court was opened by First, i
fruit
and dairy farm at West Rock
number was a vocal duet and they hold a business meeting and social
Class Scout Richard Spear leading j«
port.
Retirement
came
about
15
were accompanied at the piano by Wednesday night at 7.30tin the vestry.
years ago with the death of his be- with the Flag Salute. Scout Oath, p
Mrs. Copping.
Every member is urged to attend.
Two new and altogether different pattern!.
beloved wife (formerly Harriet A. Scout Law. Scouts Paul Stevens j'
Harry
Graves,
Charles
D.
McMahon
j
Meservey) with whom he had lived
The Maine State Nurses' Associa
Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F., and Miriam
passed to first class. Scout Walter
54 years.
Rebekah Lodge will hold a joint in tion holds its annual meeting at the
Early risers this morning saw a stallation Thursday night. Members State House in Augusta Oct. 19-20.
Mr. Philbrick's Interest in the Butler passed second class.
First Class Scout Richard Spearfro6t which was so heavy as to almost may invite guests by procuring tickets. The candidates for the presidency are
Grand Army of the Republic is one
“Mustered out”
resemble snow.
of the high spots of his long career. also was awarded Merit Badges on
Refreshments and dancing after the Mrs. Marion T. Gray and Miss Mary
Cross stitch pattern, fringed and hemstitched.
He had attended several of the Na basketry, conservation, safety, swim
ceremonies, with music for the eve G. Skillin, both of Portland.
ment commander of the Maine Grand tional encampments.
ming. First Class Scout Franklin
Anderson Camp. Sons of Union ning furnished by Eddie Whalen and
Army, will be buried with military
Veterans, will meet Wednesday night. his Yankee Ambassadors.
The word “never” played an im Spinney was awarded the swimming
Rally Day was fittingly observed In
honors. Anderson Camp, Sons of portant part in Mr. Philbrick's lexi- nterit badge. Second Class Scout
Election of officers.
the church school of Littlefield Me
The first Baptist Men’s League sup morial Church last Sunday under the Union Veterans. Will conduct Its con He had never been ln polltjcSi Milton Robarts was awarded the
The Rockland Townsend Club will per of the season will be served direction of Mrs. Charles Marstaller. ritual service.
had never served on a jury, had never woodcarving and wood working merit
badges.
meet tonight. 7.30, K.wP. hall, enter Thursday night with Mrs. Hope The program consisted of chorus, vo , Col. Philbrick was „
born in . Hope,
Large sizes, 5Cx5C and 50x72.
. ,, , used tobacco in any form; and had
cal
and
instrumental
numbers
and
j
March
3,
1844.
son
of
Eben
and
Julia
I
never
used
liquor.
except
when
jt
It was announced that Troop 2 won
tainment and refreshments.
Brewster as chairman. Others on
Grade "B" rating at the Augusta
committee are Mrs. Ethelyn Frohock, recitations by the children There (Hewett) Philbrick. His father did was ordered by the doctor,
In Municipal Court yesterday Lin
i farming and teaming and these vocaHe took up fiddling when he was Camporee.
Mrs Nellie McKay. Mrs. Frances Hall. was a large attendance.
don Carr of Washington was given a
tions were being followed by Fernan- a young man, and acquired such a j
Fifteen Scouts of Troop 2 spent 46
Mrs. Gertrude Studley, Mrs. Abbie
six months’ jail sentence for assault
TheUniversity of Maine Jayvees'do until he had nearly reached the
degree of proficiency that he wasweeks at Camp Hinds this year, which
Hanscom. Minnie Blethen, Mrs. E. L.
upon Mrs. Mary Grinnell.
defeated Aroostook State Normal a8° of 17 when Lincoln's call for often called upon to take part in pub- i was the i*81 record of any troop in
Brazier.
A large new assortment.
School Saturday 20 to 0.
Dick troops came. His father had been nc entertainments, which he did until Abnakl District and seventh high in
Frank M Tibbetts is having his
Pine
Tree
Council
or
85
troops.
corporal
in
an
oldtime
militia
com-|
Mess
brought
an
end
to
his
activities,
An exceedingly dark morning Oct Thomas of Rockland received lots of
annual vacation from the RegistrySenior Patrol Leader John Moura25 is predicted by TTie Courier-Ga attention because of the broken field pany, and the martial spirit inherited | Col. Philbrick was a member of the
department of the Postoffice. He is
by the boy was quick to respond I congregational Church in Whitins- dian and Second Class Scout Charles
zette's Forecast Editor with the dark running which enabled him to score
meantime proving his skill as an agri
when enemies were knocking at the! ville, Mass. In 1865 he was made a Mouradian have transferred from |
spell being especially pronounced be one of the touchdowns. He is a son
culturist.
Mason in Quantabacook Lodge of Troop 2, Rockland to Troop 139, Au
tween the hours of 2.30 and 4.30 a. m. of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Thomas of door of his beloved country.
Two years previously he had Searsmont. He was also a past mas- gusta, where they now reside.
Glass towels in all colors to match your kitchen.
Chestnut
street.
This
forecast
is
based
on
the
infor

The first of a series of bean sup
worked for a short time in a Haver- j ter of Mt. Pleasant Grange, with
Additions to Troop 2 are: Second
mation
that
there
will
be
a
total
dis

pers benefitting Troop 2. Boy Scouts
Sir Knights were out in force last hill. Mass., shoe factory with his j which he had been identified many Class Scout Norman Rogers, formerly
and the M. E. Epworth League, will continuance of light and power serv
years.
night for the annual inspection of brother Isaac H. Philbrick.
of Bronx, N. Y., and Tenderfoot
ice
over
the
Central
Maine
Power
Co.
be served 5 to 7 Saturday night at
Back
in
Hope
he
tried
vainly
to
I
col. Philbrick was perhaps the Scouts Robert Smalley, Robert Smith,
Claremont
Commandery,
K.
T.
That
lines
during
those
hours
while
the
the Methodist vestry.
annual inspection is made of oil. dis pleasant duty was performed by enlist in the 16th and 19th Maine best known Grand Army man in the and Douglas Cooper.
Eminent Grand Generalissimo Frank regiments, but was twice rejected on state, due to the fact that while dePatrol Leaders meeting Friday
Rev. C. H. B. Seliger of North Main connect and air brake switches.
account of a “bad eye.” He succeed partment commander he visited prac night 7 o’clock at home of the Scout
E.
Southard
of
Augusta,
assisted
by
street suffered an ill turn Sunday
At the Thursday meeting of the j Eminent Sir Coney Duncan of Au- ed in getting into the 21st Maine and tically every Post In the State, and master.
while attending the session of the
Relief
Corps, the initiation was con- 1 gusta as grand warden. The Order of from the mobilization camp in Au many of the camps of the Sons of
Brotherhood Bible Class. His con
gusta was sent to Staten Island where Union Veterans.
ODD FELLOWS TO INSTALL
dition is not regarded especially ferred on four candidates—Mabel' the Temple was conferred upon one
he was finally put aboard the ship
He was a fluent writer, and his
candidate.
Emma
Harvie
’
s
peppy
or

Hallowell, Minnie Smith, Catherine
Organdy and unbleached.
serious.
Knox Lodge I.O.OF. and Miriam
Libby and Evelyn St. Clair. The pa chestra furnished music while that I. F. Chapman bound for New Or many articles published by The Cou
“Unique and peppy” is the promise triotic questions were answered by nice turkey supper was being served. leans with 137 horses intended for rier-Gazette have been read with Rebekah Lodge will hold a joint in
army service. The voyage lasted 37 deep interest because of his unusual I illation of officers Thursday night
made by President Frank H. Ingra Alta Dimick. Velma Marsh and Ida
The Collins Festival Entertainments days, and many of them were days of powers of observation and his keen at 8 o'clock. District Deputy Grand
ham in regard to Thursday night's Huntley, the mysterious package be
Master Milton V. Rollins and Dis
meeting of the Baptist Men's League. ing won by Mabel Richardson. The will begin tomorrow night under the terror to man and equine alike. Bari sense of humor,
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Deputy Grand
President
Much work has been done to make next meeting will be held Thursday sponsorship of the Rockland Lions storms were encountered in rounding j in spite of his active war experi- trict
“Steamboat Night" a success.
with work on quilts in the afternoon. Club. King's Ambassadors quartet, Capt Hatteras, and 104 of the horses j ence and the perils to which it sub- Blanche Fuller of Camden and staffs
The
'Corps inspection will take place which was selected to open the series, were lost. The ship pitched so bad- jected him. he found himself in his will install. Refreshments and so
f
ls on a mission of good cheer to every i iy that the stanchions were broken greatest danger when the steamer cial hour after installation.
The electric light service had an Oct. 22. _
music-loving audience. Four male j down, and many of the horses were Castine was wrecked near Vinalhaven
Rockland Encampment I.O.O.F. will
attack of the jitters Sunday night
LIME ROCK RAILROAD COMPANY hereby
install
officers Wednesday night.
voices
that
fit
each
other
like
the
j
killed
outright.
Others
had
to
be
two
years
ago.
His
heroism
on
that
and some communities were plunged
Stanley Ketchell, one of the best
gives
notice that on October 6, 1936, it filed with
fingers of your hand, perfected in! killed to end their sufferings,
occasion was probably responsible for District Deputy Walter J. Clifford and
Into darkness. Trouble with the fighters Bangor has ever produced
harmony
under
Lloyd
King's
leader

the
Interstate
Commerce Commission at Washing
staff
from
Belfast
will
officiate.
Forty-one
of
the
men
were
from
j
saving
several
lives.
transmission system at South China will be seen in Friday night's main
ton, D. C., its application for a certificate of public
ls said to have been responsible.
bout at the Tillson Avenue Stadium, ship, skillfully weave a musical spell New York State, and had enlisted in I Universally liked, he will be great- Supper will be served at 6.30. All1
the 3d Rhode Island Cavalry. Pro-1 ly missed.
members not solicited will take pie. 1
his opponent" being Frisco Dix of Au that’s enchanting, in its smoothness
convenience and necessity permitting abandonment
Col. Philbrick is survived by his
Community Sweet Shop closed yes gusta. Butch Wooster takes on and satisfying in its art. Unusually fessional bounty jumpers they proved
of tha portion of its line extending from connection
MARRIED
terday after the best season in ftS Ralph Morgan of Augusta in the I beautiful effects on a peal of a hun to be Their method was to get Into nephew Ralph P. Conant of 202 Camwith the track of the Maine Central Railroad Com
Rockland Oct. 11 i
history. The proprietors. Mr. and semi-final. Morgan is not understood dred English bells always appeal to action, sell their horses and ac- den street, with whom he had made WIGGIN-DYERAt
by Rev. Bierman R Wlnchcnbaugh.'
their
audiences,
and
make
a
splendid
coutrements
and
surrender
to
the
I
his
home
since
the
death
of
his
wife,
pany
to Tillson Wharf and Crockett's Point, approxi
Kenneth M Wiggin, and Neva Dyer,
Mrs. E. C. Powell, are now taking a to be a relative of the famous raider,
both of Rockland.
contrast
to
their
harmony
singing.
enemy.
Albion
Allen
of
Hope
arrest

and
one
sister.
Mrs
Ellen
Conant.
mately
1.53 miles, all in Rockland, Knox County,
well earned rest, if studying Florida but if he has his way Friday night
ed the ringleader, and the mutineers
sojourn plans can be called a rest.
the smiling Rockland boy will be
died
Maine.
were taken off by a patrol boat.
DYER At Vinalhaven. Oct. 6. Elvira M.l
swinging from the yard arm. In thc
EAST UNION
LIME ROCK RAILROAD COMPANY.
widow
of
Abner
Dyer,
aged
09
years.
Optometrists of the Southern Zone prelims will be seen Ponzi Cochran
When the ship finally reached New
123T129
4 months. 1 day. Interment in Ocean
of the Maine Association of Optome vs. K. O. Dennis and Dusty Peters vs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson and Orleans only 32 of the 137 horses
View cemetery, Vinalhaven
BEVERAGE—At North Haven, Oct. 10.
trists Extension Program will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis motored were alive, and these were in a more
Eddie Thornton.
Ralph C. Beverage, aged 17 years, 6
at 391 Main street Thursday at 7.30
Sunday to South Windham where or less bruised condition.
months. H8 days. Interment ln Sea
View cemetery. North Haven.
p. m. Dr. Bradford Burgess will pre
Thursday night the Abbie G. San they were guests of Mr. and Mrs. The remaining soldiers camped at
POLAND—At East Friendship, Oct 11 g
side and have charge of the meeting- derson World Wide Guild of the Merton Payson.
Baton Rouge six weeks and were then
Charles H Poland, aged 62 years. «
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock from Z
Yes, it’s right at hand now! In a few days the cold weather
Ralph Torrey, who has employment sent to help invest the fort so well
Littlefield Memorial Church held its
residence.
J«
will be upon us. Then we ll have to get out of our summer under
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Smith who first meeting of the season with Miss in Bristol, Conn., is at home for a known in history as Port Hudson,
FOLLE’I’I’—At Rockland. Oct. 10. Eugene * k
wear in a hurry and get into something warmer. We have just what
Wiley Follett, aged 74 years. 2 months. »
were married in Bangor Oct. 10 are
inside of which when Mr. Philbrick AMBULANCE SERVICE
Gladys and Marguerite Gray, Bay brief vacation.
8 days Funeral 2 o'clock today from Z
you need.
housekeeping at 16 Summer street.
late
residence.
25
Dunton
Ave
g
Mr. and Mrs A B. Stevenson of i reached there were 6000 Rebels.
View square. Their study book for
MEN’S FALL SHIRTS AND DRAWERS ....................................... 75c
ROBBINS- At Rockland. Oct. 11. Emma Z
Mr. Smith who is an employe of Swift
Gen. Banks, who was in command
this year is "Consider Africa.” The Camden and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Etta, widow of Frank A
Roh- o
MEN’S FLEECED SHIRTS AND DRAWERS
98c
& Co., was transferred from Bangor
bins,
aged
76
years.
6
months.
3
Z
first chapter was given in the pro Holt of South Union were guests of thc attacking forces, Issued a call
days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock
MEN'S ONE-THIRD WOOL SHIRTS AND DRAWERS S1.65. $1.98
to the Rockland plant during (he
from
residence.
65
Oliver
street
Z
Sunday
of
Mrs.
May
Robbins.
May 24 for volunteers to storm the
gram meeting. The following offi
TEL. <62
MEN S ALL WOOL SHIRTS AND DRAWERS
$3.00
summer.
—At Cranston. R I.. Oct. 7. Helena 2
Miss Nina Titus was at her home works. One thousand men were se I CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND McCOY
cers were elected for the ensuing
F. McCoy, formerly of Rockland, aged Z
MEN’S HEAVY COTTON UNION SUITS
$100
98tf
88
years.
Burial
ln
Achorn
cemetery,
g
here
over
the
holiday.
lected and Mr. Philbrick was a memyear: President, Miss Ruth Suke
MEN’S FLEECED UNION SUITS ... . ..................... -.................. $1-59
KENNEY—At Rockland. Oct 9. Frederick 6.
Boiled dinner Wednesday. Oct. 14,
Several young women of Pioneer ber of the party. The 27th was thc
forth; vice president. Gladys Gray;
H. Kenney, aged 62 years. 8 months. SJ
MEN’S PART WOOL UNION SUITS .......................................... $1-98
Methodist vestry 11 to 1 o'clock. Pub
29
days.
Funeral
services
at
LittleZ
secretary, Marguerite Gray; assistant Grange gave a surprise feature last | date selected for the attack. Half
field Memorial Church this afternoon
MEN’S HALF WOOL UNION SUITS ........................................ $$.98
lic invited. Price 35c.
122-123
secretary, Laura* Sylvester; treasurer, Tuesday night during the lecturer'sj of the men carried fascines (bundles
at 2 o’clock. Interment ln Glen Cove
MEN’S FLANNEL SHIRTS
................. $1.00, $1.50, $1.98, $2.50
Ambulance
Service
cemetery.
Feme Britto; assistant treasurer, program. A dainty luncheon was of withes) with which to cover a
MEN’S ALL WOOL UNION SUlts ................. ........................... $4.50
PHILBRICK—At Rockland. Oct 11. Col.
Lions Festival, Wednesday, Oct. 14
Fernando S Philbrick. ag^d 92 years,
ditch so that the riflemen could cross.
Kathleen Chase; program committee, served.
MEN’S ZIPPER JACKETS ......................................................... $3.75
'Rockland High School auditorium
7 months. 8 days. Ftaneral enters
Z
The Farm Bureau will meet Friday
Mr. Philbrick was one of the
Elinor Nye; assistant, Gwendolyn
Littlefield Memorial Church Wedncs-.JZ
MEN’S MACKINAWS—all wool ................................................ $7.50
8 P m.
122-123
day
at
1:30
o
’
clock
Interment
ln
Hope,
4
in
the
Grange
hall.
bundle-carriers,
commanded
by
Lieut.
Hartley; work committee, Geneva
FALL UNDERWEAR ............................-.......... 50c, 75c. $1.00
A BOYS'
Mrs. Chloe Mills of South Hope re Col. Thomas O'Brien. The men had
Hill; assistant, Alice Grover. Over
IN MEMOBIAM
BOYS’ CORDUROY PANTS .................................... $150, $2.00, $2.50
DENTAL NOTICE
100 post cards were completed to be cently visited Mrs. May Robbins and gone ony a few hundred feet when
In love and memory of Edwin W , 2
BOYS’ ZIPPER JACKETS .........................................................
Sprague who passed away Oct. 13. 1934 V
During the spring and summer sea sent ln a White Cross box which this Mrs. Gretchen Payson.
Col. O'Brien was shot dead. Many
•
Hls Wife and Son | g
Remember, we sell only Quality Merchandise—the kind we guar
son will make appointments for Guild and the Junior Guild is send
------------®
Lawrence Morton Is building a ga other officers were killed or wound
Morticians
Tuesdays and Fridays.
CARD OF THANKS
2 antee. Bring it back and get your money If not satisfactory.
ed, and everything was confusion.
ing soon to Missionary Abbie G. San rage.
We wish to thank all our neighbors A
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
DR. J. H. DAMON
Eventually the resources of those
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spear were
derson, Swatow, South China. The
and friends for their kindness ln our |
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Over Newberry's 5c & 10c Store
recent
bereavement, for the beautiful «
inside
the
fort
were
cut
off
and
when
guests
Sunday
in
St.
George
of
Mr.
119-tf flowers and the use of cars.
)Z
TEL. 415-W
ROCKLAND meeting was considered enjoyable and
the Rebels learned of the fall of
Mrs. Viola Webber and family.
•
profitable. Refreshments were served, and Mrs, John Anderson,

The card party which was to have |
Members of Huntley-Hill Post,
been
given Wednesday afternoon by
VJP.W are asked to meet at their
hall Wednesday at 1 p. m., to attend Anderson Camp Auxiliary has been
the funeral of Col. Fernando S. postponed.
Philbrick. who was an honorary mem
Kendrick Searles has returned
ber of the organization.
from a vacation trip which took him
Into New York and several of the
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
New England States.
will meet Wednesday night at 7.30
Mrs. Ella Hyland will be supper
Just a reminder to Park Theatre
chairman, assisted by Mrs. Emma
Bank Night fans that this attraction
Dick and Mrs. Emma Carver. A
ls on Thursday, effective this week,
beano party in charge of Mrs. Jessie
for a period of four weeks.
Wall will follow the supper.

Senter Crane Coming

New Art Needlework
Make Your Leisure Hours
Profitable and Enjoyable

BED SPREADS, stamped

98c

LUNCHEON SETS, linen

1.00 and 1.19

TABLE CLOTHS, peasant linen

1.49 and 1.98

SCARFS, linen

49c and 59c

TOWELS, all pure linen

29c

GUEST TOWELS

29c and 39c

APRONS, ladies’ and children’s

49c

NOTICE

AYERS

■
Russell Funeral Home

BURPEE
FURNITURE
COMPANY

WILLIS AYER

54Ttt

1

I

give up this trip and to come ashore.
As the deceased lifted his gun from
Miss Blanche Cushing and Miss the boat something happened which
Clara Whitmore returned Bunday caused the gun to discharge with
from Boston making the trip here fatal result, death being instan
taneous. Ernest Brown was in the
from Rockland by plane.
The Grange Is making plans for stern rowing and did not see his
companion. Lawrence Beverage had
another fair to be held soon.
Miss Constance Carver was a Rock-; left the boat and was walking up to
ward the boat house. In taking his
land visitor Saturday.
gun either the hammer caught or the
• • • •
boy slipped and the gun went off.
Ralph C. Beverage
Lawrence stayed by his brother
Once again an accident has hap while Ernest in the car sped to the
pened to shadow this community house and telephoned assistance. Dr.
Woodman was soon upon the scene
with sorrow in the death Saturday!
of the accident but nothing could be
of Ralph Carlton Beverage. With done.
the opening of the hunting season
Medical examiner Dr. H. J. Weis- i
Ralph, with his brother Lawrence man of Rockland was notified also
and Ernest Brown started out in a Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick and County I
boat for one of the near-by islands Attorney Jerome C. Burrows. These ’
looking for ducks. Thick fog setting men came to the island in the fog
in made it necessary for them to and heavy rain by way of Pulpit

NORTH HAVEN

2 BLENDS - 2 PRICES
RED LABEL
I
BROWN LABEL
America's linest quality | High quality, low price

i

[
J
j

#07

OCTOBER 11-17
—,
-■ =

(For The Courier-Gazette)
Unto ua all does duty call.
That negligence shall not befall
Us. in performing what Is ours Obedient to the Heavenly powers
For none should lead a careless life.
And not avoid the care and strife
That comes from Idleness and sin
To all whose hours pass therein
For service were we planted here.
To bring to others Joy and cheer;
And always may we do our work
Nor ever from our duties shirk
Charles E Cook
Concord. N H.

Qayd,
at LfQur

TODAY THOSE HEALTHY

DIONNE QUINS HAD

QUAKER OATS
REG SIZE
PKG

Harbor, a hard trip. Death was pro
nounced accidental.
The body had been taken to the
Zimmermann cottage where Mr.
Beverage is care taker. Until the ar
rival of the medical examiner and
the undertaker, Joseph Hadley of
Vinalhaven and Herman Crockett
stayed by. with Dr. N. K. Wood of
Boston.
Ralph was 17 years old March 22.
He graduated from the North Haven
high school last June with honors.
He was a member of the Friendly
Bible class of the Church, also a
member of the North Haven Grange.
He was a boy of fine abilities and
character, likeable and esteemed by
the community for his personality
and promise.
Survivors are his parents. Mr. and
Mrs.
Vernon
Beverage;
three
brothers. LeForest. Milton and Law
rence; and his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Beverage.
Funeral services were held in the
Church today at 1 o'clock conducted
by the pastor Rev. Henry' F Huse.
Burial was in the Sea View cemetery.
UTE

"SALADA"

9< • L“ S* 20(

« NATION
WIDE
STORE
2 - 15e

CAMPBELL’S

MARSHMALLOW FLUFF .

19c

BAKER’S COCOA . . . . ’V 9e
QUAKER PUFFED WHEAT . ,K9c
KITCHEN QUEEN—EARLY JUNE

PEAS

Every-Other-Day
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SWEET—TENDER

■

CANS

27.

Sunshine

FOR YOUR PET

CALO “mV”1 FOOD 3cm25c

I9W]
lo-wi-co^A« M9c1
,JM WMOtl

Milk

■"7*0 PURE HONEY

GENERAL KNOX

MACARONI .

.

2 PKGS

19c

VALLEY BRAND—FIRM AND CRISP

FULL QT
JAR

SWEET MIXED PICKLES

28c

NATION-WIDE—OVEN BAKED

2««29c

BEANS PEA, YELLOW EYE, KIDNEY
SPLENDID ERAND
A Tei in A DELICIOUS FLAVOR THAT
LATbUr
WILL PLEASE YOU

14 OZ
BOT

17c

ECONOMY SPECIAL!

THREE CROW BRAND

I Loaf NATION-WIDE BREAD

SPICES

I Can DERBY SPREADS
I Jar HOL8UM PRESERVES

ALL FOR

3

25<

ANY KIND
m OZ TINS (IF
SHAKER TOP

-FREEWith etch bag ol
GEM. KNOX FLOUR
1 Lb PUg.

CROW SODA
DIAMOND MATCHES
6 BOXES 25c
GREEN DIAMOND

6 BOXES 22c
SPLENDID BRAND

AMMONIA

MANY HOUSEHOLD
USES

RODERIC’S—A PHYSICIAN’S PRESCRIPTION FOR THIRTY YEARS

COUGH SYRUP

...........................

QT
BOT
lab^e

15.
29c

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

WARREN

Mrs. Fred Campbell; miscellaneous, recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Mrs. Sherbourn Kalloch, Mrs. Charles Sanborn.
Mr. and Mrs Keith Carver were
McKellar; cooked food, Mrs. W. H.
Robinson, Mrs. Elmer E. Jameson hosts at a dinner party Sunday to
St.; jello. Mrs. Willis Vinal; grabs.' Mr. and Mrs. Roy Arey. Mr. and Mrs,
Mrs. Edgar Barker, and Miss Marjorie Nils Stordahl and Mr. and Mrs.
Spear; entertainment. Mrs. George Robert Arey. The occasion was in
I
Newbert; decoration, Mrs. P D. Star honor of the birthday anniversary of
rett; supper. Mrs. Dana Smith Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Roy Arey.
Mrs. E B Clark. Mrs. George Walker.
Dr. and Mrs. J. Herbert Sanborn of
Mrs William Barrows, Mrs. Janet Waterville spent the weekend with
Robinson. Mrs. Henry V. Starrett. Dr. Sanborn's parents Mr. and Mrs.
jl
Mrs. Parker McKellar. Mrs. Fred L. W. Sanborn.
Starrett.
Friends and relatives of Mr and
, ,,,
Mrs. Birgir Youngtjalst pleasantly
Odd Fellows Installed
! surprised them with a utility shower
Tuesday night at the Blue Room. The
District Deputy Clarence Benner
newlyweds received many beautiful
and staff of Waldoboro installled of
gifts. Lunch was served.
ficers Friday night for Warren Lodge
Officers ot the American Legion
IOOF Mystic Rebekah Lodge was
Auxiliary, were installed Thursday at
invited to attend the ceremonies.
The Shoe. Florence Gross is presi
Emerson W. Perkins is noble
dent; Hazel Roberts, Vera Johnson,
grand; Edwin Gammon, RS5G;
vice presidents; Gwendoline Greene,
Joseph Robbins. LS.N.G.; Charles
secretary; Mary Duncan, treasurer;
Overloek. vice grand; Donald Ward, Hazel Dyer, historian; Estelle Brown,1
RS.V G.; Austin Gammon, LS.V.G.;
chaplain; Ida Libby, sergeant at arms.
Fred A Starrett. recording secretary;
The retiring president. Doris Shields
Percy R Bowley, financial secretary;
was installing officer. Supper was
Charles Young, treasurer; G. A.
served by Pearl Andrews. Flora
Aspey. warden; Ralph Robinson,
Brown and Mary Wentworth.
conductor; Emerson O. Perkins,
chaplain; Dr Blake Annis, LSS.;
Chester Spear. RSS.; Theodore
°avtsguardian; Newell Eugle>’' ouUlde guardian; Edwin Gammon’ Joseph Robbins. E O Perkins,
Donald Woods lleft), Humphrey'ltogart and Margaret Lindsay in the
trustees.
thrilling
romance of the South Seas, “Isle of Fury."—adv
Following the Installation one of
i«od
Charles Young's appetizing scallop
st«ws was serv«d in the dining hall,

Misses Verna Robinson and Ruby
Starrett were weekend guests of Miss
Marion Wallace.
Dinner guests Friday of George
Teague were Mr. and Mrs. Alton
French, and George Haskell of
Lincolnville Centre. Miss Myrtle Has
kell of Brooklyn. N. Y. Callers Fri
day at the home of Mr. Teague were
Charles Robinson of Rockland. Mr
and Mrs. Charles Taylor, and Mrs
Evelyn Vining of South Hope, and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Blackington
of Boston.
Mr and Mrs. William Overloek of
this place and Miss Jennie Brown of
Thomaston have returned from a
week's motor trip to Canada.
Seldon Robinson visited Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Locke in
Portland. Mrs. Robinson who spent
the week with the Lockes in Port
land returned home Sunday with Mr
Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs Newell Eugley were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Eugley in Glendon.
Callers Wednesday at the home of
Miss Cora Robinson were Mr. and
Mrs. Alden Wade of Thomaston.
"Seth Parkers Jonesport Folks. ’
an entertainment in two acts will be
presented at the Baptist auditorium
Thursday night under auspices of
the Ladies Circle, the proceeds to be
devoted to painting the parsonage
A pleasing presentation of dialogues
and song, it will contain. "Bringing
j in the Sheaves;" “Lily of the Val
ley;" “Onward Christian Soldiers."
VINALHAVEN
"Oh Galilee. Sweet Galilee” and
-----other selections. The names of Miss; Union Church Circle will meetI
Bertha Teague, and Mrs Mabel Pea- Thursday at the vestry. Supper will(
body have been added to the chorus
served at 5:3°There will be also an harmonica solo, j Installation of Ocean Bound Re-1
Vocal solos will be sung by Roger bekah Lodge will take place tonight ■
Teague. Chester Wyllie. Mrs. Doris Oct 13.
Overloek. and Charles Wilson; there, Alexander Christie, United States'
will be a male duet and a ladies' w-arden of the Department of Biologi- [
duet; a male trio and male quartet 1 cal Survey, left yesterday on a busi- ■
number. The principal speaking ness trip.
parts are to be taken by Horace
Mrs. Sadie Robbins is guest of her
Mrs. Elvira M. Dyer
Maxey. Mrs Louie Drewett, Charles niece Mrs. Chester Hathaway in
The death of Vinalhaven's oldest
Wilson, Arnold Teague, Chester | Fairhaven. Conn.
Wyllie. Roger Teague, Mrs. Doris
Christopher Roberts and daughter citizen Mrs. Elvira M. Dyer, aged 99.
Overloek. Miss Annie Starrett, and
of Rockland were recent visitors at occurred last Tuesday after an illness
Mrs. Ruth Perry. Mrs. Grace Wyllie j
the home of his mother Mrs. Faus of only a few days
is directing.
tina Roberts.
Mrs Dyer, widow of Abner Dyer,
The Forget-me-not Troop of Girl
Miss Ethelyn Strickland. Miss was born at North Haven daughter
Scouts will present tonight their
amateur program and play, at Town Freda Guymont and Frances Mac of Nathaniel and Emily (Carver)
hall at 7:30. A good entertainment is Arthur of Boston were weekend
guests of Mrs. Alice Strickland.
Thomas. For many years, she made
slated ln which two small prizes are
Mrs. Ola Ames returned from her home with her daughter Mrs
to be given. In the play "Why the
Rubbish' girls taking part are: Rockland, where as department jane smith, by whom she is survived,
Elizabeth Kenniston, Priscilla Hast president of the Ladles of the GAR o^her survivors are five grandchil
ings. Joan Smith. Ruth Starrett, she installed the officers of Fales dren 11 great grandchildren and
Marie Crockett. Kathleen Coffron, Circle.
L. A. Coombs entertained the eight great-great grandchildren; also
Madeleine Haskell. Evelyn Smith,
Union Church choir Friday night at a classmate Mrs. Abbie Wooster 99, of
Ann Norwood. Marie Marr. Christina
Warren.
Jones, Mary Ludwig, and Charlotte his summer cottage. Shore Acres.
Mrs. Frank Thomas of Cambridge,
Mrs. Dyer was of an optimistic dis
Moore. Another feature will be the
Mass., was guest over the holiday of
exhibition of the handiwork of the
position loved by all who knew her,
Mrs. Carrie Thomas.
Girl Scouts which they have ac
Miss Minnie Wood spent the week always jolly with a cheery word to
complished since last February when
end
with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson. everyone. She was unusually active
the troop was first established. Candy
Miss
Isabel Fraser of Quincy. Mass., for one of her age, and only this past
will be on sale with Miss Etta Star
summer made her annual visit with
rett, the patrol leader in charge. The was a holiday visitor in town.
Miss Polly Wood passed the week
admission charge is small.
friends in Camden She preferred to
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wiley. Mrs. end at the home of Mr. and Mrs. travel by plane. Mrs. Dyer spent
George Wiley. Ethel Wiley and Miss Andrew Cassie.
Miss Mabel Erickson came Satur much of her time knitting and mak
Esther Wiley visited Mr. and Mrs.
day from Maynard, Mass., to spend ing quilts, without the aid of glasses
Alford (Wiley Sunday at North
as her eyesight was exceptionally
Whitefield, and later motored to the weekend.
good. She had a keen wit and neigh
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
V.
Shields
Topsham. George Wiley is attending
were pleasantly surprised at their bors and friends always enjoyed a
Topsham Fair this week and will
apartment
Friday night by a utility visit with ‘Gram."
enter in the pulling contests.
shower. Mr. and Mrs. Shields were
Funeral services were held at the
The Congregational Brotherhood
the recipients of many beautiful home Friday, Rev. N F Atwood,
w’ill meet Thursday night. Pictures of
gifts. Sandwiches cake and punch pastor of Union Church officiating.
the scallop industry will be shown at
were served. About 25 young people The abundance of floral offerings tes7:45. with Dick Reed of Rockland ac
were present.
I tified to the love and esteem in which
companying the pictures with a lec
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Snowman she was held. Burial was in Ocean
ture. These films are open to the
public and will occupy about an hour and friends of Claremont, N. H.. were View Cemetery. The bearers were C.
C. Webster, Arthur Arey, Albert
in the showing. The scenes were
Carver and Dewey Brown.
taken on the Georges Banks and are
Those from out of town to attend
sponsored by the Sea and Shores
were: Ulmer Smith of Barre, Vt.; and
Fisheries Inc., headed by Commis
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Treat, Milton,
sioner Rodney E. Feyler of ThomasMass.
j ton.
The annual meeting and election
Try This Remarkable
of officers in the E. A. Starrett
NORTH WARREN
“Phillips” Way
Camp Sons of Union Veterans AuxiliThousands are Adopting
I ary will be held Wednesday. On the
White Oak Grange, which had been
dinner committee are Mrs. Alice
somewhat Inactive during the sum
Cook and Mrs. Flora Peabody. Mem
mer. made up for the past few
bers who have not been solicited are
months by celebrating Friday night
I requested to take sweets.
the 50th anniversary of three of its
Recent guests of Miss Lucille Car
members, Mabie Crawford, Wilbur
ter were Miss Gwendolyn Hartley,
Stratton and Warren Gardner.
Amos Hartley, Miss Emma Lindsey,
Worthy State Deputy Fred Maxey pre
Maurice Lindsey, and Robert Kross
sented the golden sheafs in a pleas
all of Rockland.
ing manner, while on the stage was
j Callers Sunday at the home of Mr.
pictured in tableau the three things
and Mrs. Charles McKellar were Mr.
for which the Grange stands—liberty,
| and Mrs. William Griffin, Mrs Mary
religion and knowledge. This at
Rackcliffe and daughter Virginia all On every side today people are being
tractive arrangement was the handi
| of Rockland.
urged to alkalize their stomach. And work of Freda Moody, Athleen
Verna Wiley 3, and Arnold Wiley thus ease symptoms of “acid indiges
Robinson and Esther Tolman. The
2, children of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred tion,’’ nausea and stomach upsets.
To gain quick alkalization, just do third and fourth degrees were conI Wiley who live at North Whitefield
this: Take two teaspoons of PHIL merred on two candidates by the of
were injured Thursday when a dump LIPS’ MILK OF MAGNESIA 30
ficers of Meenahga Grange. Waldo
I cart body, near which they had been minutes after eating. OR — take two
boro.
A beautiful harvest feast was
Phillips
’
MHk
of
Magnesia
Tablets,
j playing became dislodged pinning
I them both beneath it. The boy re which have the same antacid effect. enjoyed in the dining hall. After a
Relief comes almost at once — short program, a census was taken
ceived a broken leg above the knee usually in a few minutes. Nausea,
which revealed nine Granges rep
and was taken to the hospital in “gas” — fullness after eating and
resented with a total attendance of
“
acid
indigestion
”
pains
leave.
You
Gardiner for x-rays and treatment. feel like a new person.
100.
The girl was hurt about the back
Try this way. You’ll be surprised
and hips, but has recovered. Mr. and at results. Get either the liquid “Phil
“Tommy, what is a synonym?” the
lips” or the remarkable, new Phillips’
Mrs. Wiley are natives of this town.
Milk of Magnesia Tablets. Delightful teacher asked.
Mrs. Avis Norwood is chairman of to
take and easy to carry with you.
“A synonym." said Tommy, “is a
the Baptist Circle supper to be Only 25/ a box at all drug stores.
word you use when you can’t spell the
served Thursday. This is the annual
other one."
meeting and election of officers will ALSO IN TABLET FORM
Each tiny tablet ia
take place.
tba equivalent ol a
Mrs. Willis R. Vinal. president of teaapoontul ot gen
Phillips'
the Congregational Ladies’ Circle has uine
Milk ot Mag.
Don’t suffer needlessly! Apply
appointed these committees to super
soothing Resinol Ointment to quickly
vise at the sale. Nov. 12: Fancy table,
relieve the fiery torment and restore comfort
Mrs. William Barrett. (Mrs. George
Walker; apron tables, Mrs. Laura.
Starrett, Mrs. Benjamin Watts;
hillips milkof
candy table, Mrs. Albert Peabody, rniLLira magnesia

If You’re Told
to “Alkalize”

CHAFED SKIN

P

*

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

A

JR ,

THURSDAY

Madcap chorus cuties turn a musicMI show topsy-turvy to make a mother's
dream come true in “Star For a Night? new Twentieth Century-Fox picture.
Above, left to right, Evelyn Venable, Jane Harwell and Claire Trevor, who are
featured in the production.—adv.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Province of Canada
6-Debated
11- Employs
12- Book (Lat. abbr.)
14- A bearing (Her.)
15- Over (contr.)
16- Giver
18- Doze
19- A thoroughfare
(abbr.)
20- Shiver
22- A continent (abbr.)
23- Exist
24- Expire
25- Plural suffix
27-Repasts
30-Tilt
L*'<
32- Jeer
33- Depart
34- Area
36-ln a vertical poaition
(Naut.)
38- A military title
(abbr.)
39- Ocean
41-Secretary of State
(abbr.)

10

iw
2b

W

45

53

9

18

W

27

8

14

—

B

19

b

57
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
42-M other
44-Capable of being
aold
47-Musical note
45- A time period(abbr.)
50- Jewish lawgiver
(Bible)
51- Fifty-four
52- Paradlse
54- Fondle
55- Heap
'i J '
56-Quiet ;,r'
57- Slips

VERTICAL

1- Majority of a
corporate body
2- lnured
3- Ever (contr.)
4- A degree (abbr.)
5- To obscure
6- Dwellihg
7- Deparf
8- Vase with a foot
9- Ardor 1

VERTICAL (Cont.)
10-Go
13-Country of Asia
16- Deadhead (abbr.)
17- Musical note
20- Chooses
21- To decline
23-Trivial
26-Re8cues
28- Especially (abbr.)
29- Observe
30- Ocean
31- National Education
Association (abbr.)
34- A season
35- Torment
37-Cutting implements
39- Slant

40- Assists

43-Military assistant
45- Part of verb ‘To be'
46- Linnean Society
(abbr.)
47- Length measure
49-God of the sea(abbr.)
51-Cover
53-Negative
55—Jumbled type

(Solution to previous puzzle)

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
CHANGE OF TIME
Effective September 16, 1936
Subject To Change Without Notice
Daily Except' Sunday
VINALHAVEN LINE
STEAMER:
Leaves Vinalhaven at 8.00 A.
riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M.
ing. leaves Rockland at 2.43 P.
riving at Vinalhaven at 4.00 P.
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
STEAMER:
Leaves Swans Island at 3.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30; due
at Rockland about 8.45 A. M. Return- if
ing. leaves Rockland at 2.15 P. M.. Northjt
Haven 3.30, Stonington 4.45; due at**
Swan's Island about 6.00 P. M.

U2-W
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e«,Fishin<g |h(/
BY RODNEY E Ft Vt CD

•

Recently compiled statistics show of harvesting and the extent of the
Maine to be a very important pro supply. If this work proves practical
ducer of fish products and are Just a new field of endeavor and profit
more evidence of the economic value should be opened for a large number
of men and boats.
of this great natural resource.
Seed lobsters have been placed in
In 1935, Maine was second only to
California in the value of canned pounds at New Harbor and Beals to
fish products, sales amounting to j be used in rearing activity in the
more than six million dollars. Wash J Spring. These lobsters will be kept
ington with its great salmon can during the winter months and the
neries was in third place. Of course seeds will develop to the hatching
sardines were our principal pack and stage. The young will be kept until
as this year's output will be the | the fourth stage and then released,
greatest since 1929, these figures will i This signals the first step in estab| lishlng a system of rearing that
be increased.
In 1934, more than 98,000,000 should prove to be most important to
pounds of fish were landed at Maine 1 the lobster industry.
•••e
ports. It is believed that this year
Our publicity department recent
the figures will show better than
125.000,000 pounds. Massachusetts ly co-operated with Kugler's Seahad over 370.000.000 pounds which i food Restaurant of Philadelphia in
demonstrates the great opportunity putting on a special display of Maine
that Maine has been missing ln fall scallops. A large window in the [
ing to offer more encouragement to i heart of the shopping section of that [
city was utilized and devoted entireits fishermen and dealers.
• • • •
1 ly to Maine scallops. The display
Definite action is being taken ln ; consisted of a revolving background
an attempt to develop a shrimp fish 1 upon which was hung enlarged pho
ery in the Gulf of Maine. Govern tos of the harvesting operations.
ment and State agencies are co Descriptive material was placed on
operating and an experimental boat . brilliantly lighted boards and shells
with a crew of Maine and Massa scattered over the floor which was
chusetts fishermen Is now on the covered with white sand to depict
beds Investigating the best methods the ocean bottom. This was a fine
publicity stunt for the famous Maine
product and one that other restaurelps revent I ants will profit by. On the menu
this concern placed small pictures of
any olds j the industry. The sale of scallops
j
Especially designed i for the week reached a new high. A
aid for nose and
similiar display for lobsters will be
upper throat, where
arranged soon.
most colds start.
• • • •
R.guior Sil* 304
The trade marking of Maine lobsters
Double
504 is expected to take place in the near
future. A large New York advertis
icks a tro nol ing firm has been engaged by the
State to act as advertising and
merchandising counselors for Maine
products and this program will con
sist of trade-marking, packaging and
advertising the products of the Pine
Tree State. The co-operation of the
SHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
lobster dealers will be obtained and
TUESDAY, OCT. 13
efforts to interest them in the prop
osition will be made in the near
“Mary Of Scotland”
future. As the result of this plan it
KATHARINE HEPBURN,
is hoped that higher prices may be
FREDRIC MARCH
obtained for the Maine product.
••• •
THURSDAY, OCT. 15
Many of the fishing magazines and
“The Poor Little Rich Girl” publications are praising Maine boat
builders for the excellence of the
SHIRLEY TEMPLE, ALICE FAYE
various craft that have been recent
Matinee 3.00 P. M.
ly launched. There ts now going on
SATURDAY, OCT. 17
a boom ln fishing boat construction
and through this valuable publicity
“Nobody’s Fool”
Maine builders should get many new
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON,
' contracts. Fishermen feel safer on
GLENDA FARRELL
I Maine built boats.
Matinee, 2.30 P. M.
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AMERICA'S NO. 1 TEST PILOT
stands terrific strain in his meteoric power-dives and

blinding pull-outs, as planes disintegrate in mid-sky!
“SMOKING CAMELS KEEPS MY DIGESTION TUNED

UP AND RUNNING SMOOTH0____ SAYS LEE
"Z"'AMELS set me right!” Gehlbach says.

"You know, chance is only 10% of my
business. Keeping alert and in fine condi
tion is the other 90%. I smoke Camels with
my meals, and afterward, for digestion's
sake. And when I say that Camels don’t get
on my nerves, it means a lot.”
Good digestion and healthy nerves are

important for everyone in this wide-awake
era. So make Camel your cigarette. Enjoy
ing Camels at mealtime and after speeds up
the flow of digestive fluids—increases alka
linity— helps bring a sense of well-being.
Smoke Camels —for digestion’s sake —for
their refreshing ” lift.” Camels set you right!
And they do not get on your nerves.

jgs®

C

g
tJAl

V

V -

-

STAR THEATRE
Waldoboro

SPECIAL—$10 given away each
Saturday night in three prizes
The third prize Sat., Oct. 10 is $10
122-123

OMt* 0*1*1
RYTEX
SKETCHIES
make letter-writing a matter of
seconds . . . it's so easy to speed
through your correspondence with
these gay little informals ...

100 INFORMALS
100 ENVELOPES

Delivery in about ten days
Smartly printed with your Name.
Address or Monogram on the
sheets.
Deckled on one edge . . . bordered
on the other in Red, Blue. Green
and Brown.
Clever little folded sheets of White
Vellum and Ivory or Grey Thread
loom paper.
Delightful for Christmas gifts . . .
indispensable for your own use.

THE

COURIER-GAZETTE

WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller are on a
motor trip to New Jersey and Phila
delphia.
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Hovey and
family of Newtonvllle, Mass., passed
the weekend and holiday with F. A.
Hovey.
Benjamin Reed of Portland is pass
ing a vacation with V. B. Hagerman
on Oar Island.
Roger Miller was at home from
Kent's Hill for the weekend.
Luther W. Glidden has been on a
business trip to New York.
Miss Dorothea Waltz was at her
home here over the holiday weekend,
returning Monday to Marblehead.
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart C. Heminway
and Bradley Hemingway, who have
passed the week at Glenhurst. re
turned Saturday to Syracuse. N. Y.
Mrs. Gertrude Newbert has re
turned from Torrington, Conn., where
she was guest of her niece.
Miss Margaret Ashworth and Miss
Anne Ashworth arrived Wednesday
from St. Johnsbury, Vt., Miss Anne
returning Monday accompanied by
her mother, Mrs. T. C. Ashworth.
The local Girl Scout troop attended
service Sunday at the Baptist Church.
The sermon was delivered by the
pastor, Rev. Horace M. Taylor and
Mrs. Nettle Nicholson sang a solo.
Twelve scouts In uniform were in at
tendance.
i
At the meeting of the JParentTeacher Association held Friday
night at the High School a program
was given with Mrs. Earle Spear, the
president ln the chair. Mrs. Gretchen
W. Simmons and Mrs. Horace M.
Taylor played piano duets; Mrs.
Nicholson sang and Mrs. Sace Wes
ton gave several readings. Plans for
the year were discussed.

Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
...Turkish and Domestic...than

any other popular brand.

THE TEST DIVE! Straight down from 4 miles up

—motor roaring—struts screaming—Gehlbach tears
earthward like a bullet flashing from a revolver.
Anything can happen. A bump in the air—a tiny
flaw, and the plane can fly to pieces as though
dynamited while the pilot takes to his parachute.
But Lee Gehlbach eats heartily and enjoys his food.
Note the Camel cigarette in his hand —one of
many he enjoys during and after meals.
Copyright. ISM. R. J. Roynolda Tobacco Company. Winston-Salam,

he said.

N. G.

FOR DIGESTION'S SAKE-SMOKE CAMELS
. Friday night a surprise party was i Merrill at Methuen, Mass., and today
tendered Mrs. Louise Melvin in resumed her position with the
Edwin E. Simmons who has been honor of her birthday anniversary' ’ Stevenson Agency in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lane and child
Miss Thalice Spear returned Mon
of New Hampshire have been visiting | ill the past few days is somewhat The time was spent with games and
music. Mrs. Melvin received several day to Boston after spending the
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Gustave improved.
Rehearsals are now In progress for gifts including an attractive birth weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Lane the past week.
the R H. S. Minstrels to be presented day cake the handiwork of Mrs. Ellen Mrs. L. True Spear.
I Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Deane went
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collins and ■ on the evening of Oct. 26 at Town Bohndell.
Oliver Ingraham is enjoying a two- to Criehaven Saturday to spend a
daughters Blanche and Glenys re hall.
cently visited relatives in Massachu
Miss Carolyn Graffam spent the weeks vacation from his duties with few days with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph ;
Wilson.
the E. E. Ingraham Co.
setts.
They entertained relatives weekend and holiday with relatives
John Crozier of New York was 1
Members of Harbor Light Chapter
in
towm.
Miss
Graffam,
who
recent

from that State the past weekend.
guest
recently of Mrs. Minnie Croz-,
ly completed the secretarial course at O.ES. are requested to meet at
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blake and Burdett College. Boston, Is employed Masonic hall Sunday at 2:30 p. m„ ier.
Raymond Payson of Washington,
friends of Beverly. Mass., spent the as assistant typewriting instructor for rehearsal. At the next meeting,
holiday weekend in town.
Oct. 20. the degrees will be conferred D. C., is spending a vacation with
I in the school.
relatives here and in Camden.
The Tuesday Club will meet this
Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt, who have on one candidate, and proceeding the .
Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Jackson were
meeting,
members
and
guests
will
week with Mrs Perley and Mrs Eve been at their home on Richards' Hill
in
Belfast Sunday to attend funeral
for the summer have returned to enjoy a picnic supper at the camp of
lyn Merrifield.
services for George Cooper.
Mrs.
Edna
Robbins
at
Megunticook
Mr. and Mrs. William Vinal of Warren. They went Monday to Bos Lake. Those dishing transportation
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
ton where Mrs. Holt will receive
Portland were weekend visitors at the
meet Wednesday with the president
are
asked
to
be
at
the
post
office
at
medical treatment.
home of Mr. Vinal's mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Minetta Paul.
Friends here were grieved to learn 5:30. Those not solicited may furnish
Emma V. Leach.
• • • •
sweets.
If
stormy
the
supper
will
be
of the sudden death in Rockland
held
at
the
hall.
Friday of Fred Kenney. Mr. and
Sumner T. Packard
The Knox County Christian En
i Mrs. Kenney were planning to move
Friends in this community were
I to this town within a few days and deavor rally will be held at the
had already started to prepare the Baptist Church next Friday at 5 p. m. saddened to read an item which ap
Turner house on Church street for with this program: 5 to 5:45, social peared in the Boston Globe, dated
hour at Town hall, led by John Tay at Springfield, Mass., Oct. 9: It is
occupancy.
•
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Nash and lor of Camden; 5:45 to 6:10, business here reprinted:
daughter Laura of East Weymouth. meeting; 6:30 to 7:30 supper at
'Sumner T. Packard. 62. president
Mass., spent the holiday weekend Baptist vestry; 7:30, inspirational
of the Dana S. Courtney Co., bobbin
with her mother and sister Mrs. service with address by Rev. Newell
manufacturers of Chicopee and presi
Laura Stetson and Mrs. Georgia Smith of Tenants Harbor.
Miss Ruth Miller returned Monday dent of the Hampden County Boy
Walker.
In connection with the weekly from a vacation spent with her uncle Scout Council died Friday in Dea
meeting of Fred A. Norwood WR.C. and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford coness Hospital, Boston. ‘"Mr. Pack
ard was a native of Brockton and
was educated in the Brockton public
schools. He graduated from Brown
University and from Harvard Law
School.
For a number of years he
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
practiced law in Brockton, and later
entered the manufacturing business
in Brockton and later in Woonsocket
R. I. and this city.
“He leaves his wife the former
Maude Smily Norwood of Rockport.
Me., and two children.’’

WEST ROCKPORT

ROCKPORT

Winona and Miss Marion Cavanaugh
were callers Sunday on Mr and Mrs.
The Farm Bureau will hold an all- Guy Annis.
o’ay meeting Thursday at the nome of
EAST~APPLETON
Mrs. Henry Keller; subject of the day.
‘ Underwear Construction.” Members
Robie Robbins has employment in
are asked to take tape measure, yard Union.
stick, paper and pencil for work.
Walter Griffin recently sustained a
Edwin Annis has employment in badly lacerated hand from a wood
New York.
engine saw. Dr. Tuttle dressed the
The 4-H Clubs held their local con wound.
test Saturday night at Community
Wonderful October days and the
hall. A baked bean supper was woods are lovely in their autumnal
served by the members.
foliage of russet, gold and red. The
John Annis is employed in New distant hills are in a warm blue haze
Jersey.
with the skies gently swaying their
Miss Madolyn Hills of Appleton was fleecy clouds.
recent guest of Sara Simonton.
Work is going forward on Charles
Mrs. Eva Newton and daughter Salo's large poultry house.

SIMONTON

'houtdbe

Atlantic fAT STRAND TODAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY!
RANGES

GLEN COVE

BANKERS HELP FARMERS

The conviction that 4-H Club work
lays the foundation for sound citi
zenship and intelligent farming in
fluenced a New York City bank
executive to contribute $500 to the
Agricultural Committee of the State
Bankers' Association, to further 4-H
Club activities in the state. “I am
convinced that the work is so worthy,
and is being so well handled that it
should Interest those who believe in
building sound citizenship, as well as
intelligent farming for the future,"

HOLLYWOOD RADIO TREAT! Ceroel

Cigarettes bring you a FULL HOUR’S
ENTERTAINMENT! Benny Goodman’s
“Swing’’ Band ... George Stoll’s Concert
Orchestra ... Hollywood Guest Stars ... and
Rupert Hughes presides! Tuesday —9:30 pm
E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T.. 7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30
pm P.S.T.,over WABC’Columbia Network.

M9.50
AND UP

Your Old Range Taken in
Exchange
Atlantic Ranges are available In
Black and AU Enamel Finishes
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 980
313-325 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

47-tl

David Burns is in New York with
Capt. Roswell Eaton.
Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory is improv
ing in health since her arrival home.
C. E. Gregory, Mr. and Mrs. Wiiy
field Robbins and Miss Lottie Ewell,
numbers of Penobscot View Grange,
attended Limerock Valley Pomona
last Saturday in Thomaston.
William Clinton is receiving treat
ment at Knox Hospital.
C. Clifton Lufkin has returned
home after visiting relatives in
Pigeon Cove, Mass.
Mrs. Lydia J. Miller has returned
to Rockland, having been guest of
Mrs. Sarah Lufkin the past few days
Many of the old time street railway
employes will be grieved to learn of
the sudden death Friday of Fred
Kenney, a former co-worker. Mr.
Kenney was well liked among his as

Adolplie Menjou, Charlie Ruggles and Mary Boland at the crossroads in
“Wives Never Know.” Menjou. who has ideas of his own as to what con
stitutes happiness in marriage, even though he is a bachelor, has Just con
vinced Mary Boland that her life with Ruggles was far from being as happy
as she thought it was. And Ruggles doesn't like it.—adv.
sociates.

• The Maytag tub is cast-aluminum, the finest,
most practical material for a washer tub. It is built
in bne piece, and specially shaped to give the most
effective washing action. Other Maytag features are
equally distinctive in design, quality and perform
ance. A Maytag is easy to own on our divided
payment plan. Powered with gasoline Multi-Motor
for homes without electricity. • Ko# may also iron the
<juickt easy modern way with the New Maytag Inaier.

%

MODEL 30

McLOON SALES & SERVICE,
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.,

10-tM*

THt MAYTAQ COMPANY

NIWYON, IOWA

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/ ’

RATES:

Single
Double

Limerock Street
Main Street

to Your hotel in BOSTON
4U

All ROOMS WITH BATH
Sp«c<ai wtckly ratal

500 Rooms
eQuieoeo octree •••

RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB ’-.SHOWER

MANGER
NORTH STATION
*4 STEP-/re«>»vn TRAIN- toyeur ROOM"
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George W. Wood, Earle B. Smith, Al
N
brother. Dr. Marvin May, of SpringH. E. KIRKPATRICK
I
fred Hocking and Dana Gilmore.
field. Vt., were weekend guests of
I
Advertisements
ln
this
column
not
to
Mr. and Mrs. Errol Buker and son, Warden and Mrs. Edward P. John
Thomaston Man Who Did Taps were sounded by Leon White, txceed three lines Inserted once for 25
4
ft
Jr. of Rockland a dear friend and cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
Leon, of Bath, returned home Mon son.
tional lines five cento each for one time
Much For Music Passes To musical associate of the deceased.
SHOT
guns
for
sale
cheap;
also
Green
Mrs. Grace C. Payson who has been
10 cents for three times. 81a words Mountain potatoes Artie apples $1
day night after spending the holi
bushel; turnips 60c bushel; squash,
His Reward
Burial was In the Thomaston ceme • make a line.
day with Mrs. Buker's parents, Mr. spending several days with Miss
citron, lttc lb Five dollar orders de
tery.
Helen L. Carr, went to Cushing
and Mrs. Truman Sawyer.
livered WILBERT A. MANK, R.F.D. 2.
Waldoboro._____ •________________ 122*124
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Hallowell, of Monday for a few’ days’ visit with Mr.
In the death of Herbert E. Kirk
ANTIQUE fireplace stove for sale, value
Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Charles and Mrs. W. B. Holder and Mr. and
patrick, the community and sur
$50. price $15 cash; also No. 8 cookstove,
FRIENDSHIP
$15
cash: 1931 5-passenger Bulck sedan,
Knights, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar A. Ames Mrs. Gustav Lindahl, before going to
'Sailing Through History" is the subject of the Methebesec Club's meet rounding towns have lost an invalu
model 887, $195 cash 3 Summer St .
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby Mr. and Wrentham. Boston and Wellesley. ings the coming season. The official program follows:
Rockport.
Tel. Lincolnville 18-11 121-123
able friend and leader In the musical Thc Baptist Circle will be enter
NUMBER plate, 707A, lost Friday be
FURNITURE, including antique candle
tained Friday at the Lawry's Forest tween Rockland and Camden. F. U.
Mrs. Walter Young. Mrs. Norman Mass., where she w’ill spend the
circles.
sticks, electric flatirons, electric brooder,
WALTZ. 165 Broadway, Tel. 623-W
October 16, 1936
Simmons, Mrs. Orrin Creamer. Mrs. winter with relatives and friends.
122-124 light fixtures, duffel bag. oil barrels,
Mr Kirkpatrick was born at Spruce Lake cottage, picnic dinner to be
Guy Lermond, Mrs. Ellis C. Young,
Mrs. Levi Bucklin and daughter.
FOLDED dills lost on Main street hose, barber tools. C. W LEE. Meadow
Hostesses—Ellen Daly and Social Committee at thc
Head. April 26, 1889, only son and served at noon.
123-125
Saturday night. Money badly needed. St , Rockville
Bok Home for Nurses
Mrs. G. Edgar Wilson. Mrs. Ferdin Miss Eva Bucklin, of South Warren,
eldest child of the late Adam C. and
Dr. and Mrs. Putnam are passing Reward. Return to Courier-Gazette
8IXTY accredited White Rock Pullets.
Traffic
of
the
Centuries,
Alice
Karl
123-lt
4
months
old
for
sale.
HAPPY
HOPE
and Day. Mrs. Harry Slader, Mrs. accompanied by Miss Mina 'Rines of
Minnie (Burns' Kirkpatrick. There a few days at their cottage on Mar
123*125
Report of Maine Federation Meeting,
Ellen Daly
LADY'S brown glove lost ln Post Office FARM. R No, 3, Waldoboro.
Warren Knights, Mrs. Blanche Vose, this town, spent the weekend with
his childhood and early life were tin's Point.
Speaker
Square, finder please, Tel. 695-J. 121*123
HOUSEHOLD furniture
for
sale
reasonable price. Must vacant. 10 Leland
members of Grace Chapter. O.ES. friends in North Wakefield. N. H.
Music
spent, the family moving to Thom
Mrs. Agnes Burns who has been at
St.
123*125
and Mrs. Lilia Ames, a member of
Grace Chapter O££ meets in
• • «t
aston in 1906.
the State Street Hospital, Portland,
October 30, 1936
furniture for sale,
I OctRECONDITIONED
Ivy Chapter, in Warren, were guests Masonic hall Wednesday night. Of
15. 16. 17. bargains. Riverside Hall
He received his education in the has returned home much improved in | j
Hostess—felanche Ellsworth
<
T
J.
WILLIAMS.
Appleton.
Me 123*125
of Lake View Chapter, in Jefferson, ficers are requested to be present at
Miscellaneous Events,
town schools and Rockland Commer health.
_ I |
Maude Blodgett
I DODGE car for sale. 1930, good condi
Following the Sky Trail,
Thursday night on the occasion of 7:30 sharp as there will be important
Caroline Jameson
•
•
«
tion. six tires, price reasonable. C. W
cial College His only position, aside
Nelson Lash and: family have closed I **
Illustrations,
LONG, 3 Dunn St . Thomaston 121*123
Anna Nelson
their annual inspection.
business
from his musical life, was with the their home here and are in New Bed
MIDDLE-aged woman wants a light
Language
of
thc
Sea,
FOUR weeks old pigs for sale, $3 J I,
Dora Bird
housekeeping position. Write Box P O.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Packard, of Miss Maude Lermond. William Whit
Arthur McMullen Co. at Hall Quarry, ford for the winter.
123-125
673. Rockland.
__________ 121*123 GRIFFIN. Union.
November
13.
1936
Needham, Mass., were weekend ney and Bruno Gavoni. of Plymouth.
HOWE Clarion range for sale; also
as time keeper. About that time he
TWO German Police dogB wanted,
Visitors
and
callers
Sunday
at
the
Hostess—Galdys Heistad
guests of Mrs. Packard's sister, Mrs. Mass., were weekend and holiday
males, black and tan. Not over 4 months 4-burner oil stove, and Dayton scales.
entered into his musial career which home of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Oliver old.
Inoculated against distemper Pedi MRS MARY SHERMAN. Cushing.
Miscellaneous Events
121*123
Martin E. Webber, at her home on visitors at the home of her mother,
gree must show high percentage of
proved to be his life work.
The Vikings.
r Gladvs Heistad
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Miller
of
Wolf for breeding with my dogs Cos&lta
POCOHONTAS soft coal. $8 50: hard
Green street.
Mrs. Mary Lermond.
Born with an unusual talent for Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs. Allie Rus Breed preferred. B. H W57THERBEE coal.
Music.
Mr and Mrs. Heistad
$15; coke, $11. J. B PAULSEN.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Hanley and
122*124 Tel 84-2. Thomaston._____________ 123-tf
Miss Bertie Campbell, of Jamaica
Pirates of the Spanish Main,
Blanche Ellsworth
band leadership and orchestral work, sell and Mrs. Etta Thompson of this Thomaston.
HOUSEKEEPER
and
companion
his father, George A. Hanley, who Plains, Mass., passed the weekend
OAK
Lumber sawed to order, also Oak
November 27, 1936
he had probably accomplished as town.
wanted for elderly lady ln Rockland. Piling for sale. ISAAC DORR, Orland.
have been spending several days at with Mrs. May Cottam.
Write
box
385
or
Tel
468
123-tf
Maine
119-130
much in his short life towards the
Hostesses—Ruth Ellingwood, Maude Blodgett
Mrs. Jessie Costiey of Waterville
Mrs. Genevieve Pry's cottage at
WOMAN for general housework wanted.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Sargent of
Miscellaneous Events
WINTER and cider apples lor sale,
musical education of the younger
Apply
MRS
WILSON.
48
Talbot
Ave.
and
Mrs.
Ethel
Brann
of
China,
Round the Horn in a Windjammer, Castera Cushman
Hathorne's Point, returned home Fri Stickney's Corner, and Fred S. Ken
'______________ _____________ 123*125 very cheap. Call 793-W, after 4 p. m
generation as have most at a much
119-tf
classmates of Kathryn Jameson, were
Clipper Ships,
Mary Overlock
day.
niston of Union were guests Sunday
PRESSER wanted, experienced on
later age. He began the study of the
TWO parlor stoves for sale, excellent
Music
mackinaws
and
pants.
Apply
J.
B.
recent guests at the Jameson home.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah J. Lineken are of Mrs. George W. Ludwig.
121*123
PEARSON 8c CO . Thomaston. 122-124 condition. Phone 613-M
cornet at the age of eight, with the
December 11, 1936
Mrs. May Spear and Miss Alice
ONE new 31 ft., 8ii beam trunk cabin
on a two weeks' vacation trip which
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Kinney of
late R. G. Ingraham as his Instructor. Broos» hav: closed their summer | |nunrd'ate?v to deUver^food1 producto'to I
rep?|c»f »Jno g Ito'l^down^balance
Hostesses—Anna Nelson, Laura Maxey
will include visits with Mr and Mrs. Rockland, and Mrs. Kinney s parents.
Castle Builders.
Mabel Rose
His life was music, and helping to home and returned to Chevy Chase, regular cu/tomera Earning, average $20, X^nv^'^v^ts^ F'SunS
I7m0 weekly No experience necTseen- quartor.y paymento. e _A. W1NCHENGeorge Farrar, in Framingham Cen Mr. and Mrs Herbert Newbert of this
Rock Gardens of the Sea.
Addie 8mall
develop it wherever he might see Md.
If you can and will work 8 hours a day BACH & SONS, Wa-dobo.-,, &.L 116 127
Miscellaneous Events
ter. Mr. and Mrs. J. Arthur Guptil, town left via motor Sunday for
write today J R WATKINS COMPANY.
FRANKLIN stove for sale, like new.
talent and in many cases without
Mr and Mrs. Byron Thompson are 231-91 Johnson Ave , Newark. N J
in Springfield. Mass., and Prof, and Syracuse, N. Y.. where they will visit
only slightly used Price right Also 2
December 25, 1936
123*lt cottages on Georges River ALFRED
recompense He gave freely ol hl.
relBtIve#
Belmont. Mass,
Mrs. Edgar Lineken, in Burlington. Mr and Mrs. Richard Webb. They
Hostess—Ellen Daly, at the Bok Home for Nurses
MIDDLE-aged woman wanted tn keep HOCKING. Tel 17, Tenants Harbor
time and often an Instrument as well,, Paul Wotton and slierman Wotton
house ror man and 2 small children.
117-tf
Vt.
Christmas at Sea,
Lenora Cooper
were accompanied as far as Linwood.
If a child showed ability and Interest. gpent the weekend wlth thelr
LUCY SAWYER. West Weadow. City
HOT water heating plant for sale, late
Mis: Barbara Feyler, who is at Mass., by Mrs. Walter Bucklin of
Members are asked to bring gifts at this meeting,
123*124
atyle radiators and boiler. C A HAMIL
His first organized group was the Mr and Mrs WalUr Wotton.
wrapped and marked for boys or girls
tending Simmons College, In Boston. South Warren, who will be guest of
YOUNG Finnish girl wantad for gen TON. 29 Chestnut St . Tel. 986-J. 117-tf
Thomaston Boys' Band. At the age A large deiegatlon from this place eral housework. Apply In person at 11
Guide
Posts
of
the
Sea.
Alice
Jameson
spent the holiday weekend with her Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Closson meanHIGHEST quality gas. State of Maine,
of 17 he traired and developed a attended the Advent Conference Beech street_____________________ 121*133 wholesale, retail; tires bargain prices.
Standing Guard.
Eva Hellier
parents. Commissioner and Mrs. j time.
POSITION wanted, as aUround cook CONTINENTAL
DISTRIBUTORS,
265
Music
band of which the community was held Sunday in Portland.
HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and Main St.. City.
118-tf
Rodney E. Feyler.
A group of friends and relatives
Willow Sts . Rockland.
87-tf
January 8. 1937
proud members ranging in age from
GOOD hard wood vinegar and pork
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis of
Capt. and Mrs. John Brown de gave Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ludwig,
SEVENTY-five cord of green hard barrels for sale. PERRY'S coal wharf
Hostesses—Carrie Palmer, Lenora Cooper
six to 15. From this band of young- Union were guests Sunday of his cord
wood wanted J. B PAULSEN.
lightfully entertained a group of who have recently moved into a
.
114-tf
Miscellaneous Events,
Music
Thomaston. Tel 84-2.____________ 111*123
sters many musicians were developed mother Mrs Allie Crouse.
FORD6ON tractor tor sale. BICKNELL
friends at dinner Friday night at house on Beechwoods street owned
Living Jewels of the Sea.
Mary Avery
SECOND-hand
baby
crib
with
high
who have been a credit to his work
118-tf
The Methodist Ladies Aid will be sides wanted, also play pen. Call 222-W MANUFACTURING CO
their home on Gleason street, their by Mrs Stella Stone, a house-warm
The World's Great Aquarium,
Caroline Sleeper
SMALL pigs for sale. $3 up F. A
121-123
Following this venture he entered entertained Wednesday afternoon at
Sea Stories,
Grace ptoums
guests being Mr. and Mrs. E. M. ing, Friday night, and presented a
KIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd.. Tel.
BOY'S 26-lnch bicycle wanted. Must 321-W.
into orchestral work, one of his un- the parsonage with Mrs. Lewis as
118-tf
January 22, 1937
Lawrence, of Rockport and their gift of money to them. The guests
be ln good condition. Call 1012-M
121-123
plai
dertakings
being
the
introduction
]
hostess,
guest. Mrs. Sally Reynolds, of Lubec, were Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ludwig, of
Hostess—Katherine Haines
let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
of a concert harp which he played lu I
Mr LeWls gave an inspiring
Miscellaneous Events
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton East Warren, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
____
______________________________ 118-tf
Secrets
of
Davy
Jones
Locker,
Relief
Nichols
all concert work. During this time sermon Sunday morning at the
and Edward O Brien Burgess, of this Lindsey. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E
Conquering the Arctics,'
Ellen Cochrane
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood.
.
he
had
done
much
toward
teaching
Methodist
Church
with
a
large
attown.
under cover, also lumber. T. J. CARLindsey and daughter. Maxine. Mrs
February 5, 1937
ROLL. Tel. 263-21, Rockland
118-tf
and directing bands in nearby towns tendance and visiting friends from
John Singer, who is attending the Guy Libby, Mrs. Loring Orff, Miss
THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sals
and the islands.
I the Advent Church being present.
Hostess—Edith Blaney
Bentley School of Accounting in Martha Stone. Miss Eloise Williams,
fully
equipped,
call
FLY'S
GARAGE
Miscellaneous Events,
Music
In the summer of 1917 he enlisted I
IF YOU like to draw eketch or paint
118-tf
Boston passed the weekend and holi Miss Lizzie Tuttle. Miss Sarah Stone
Biblical Sea History.
Louise Ingraham
—write for talent test (No Fee). Give age
in the World War and served two i
day with his mother, Mrs. Charles and Robert Stone.
Sailing Days on the Penobscot,
Hester Chase
EAST FRIENDSHIP
and occupation. Write F. care Courieryears, most of that time in overseasI
Gazette.
_______ 118*123
B Singer.
• • • •
February 19, 1937
TURNIPS
RUSH ln your cider apples this month.
service He held a rating of musician
Mrs. Charles N. Lewis is a patient
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Stiles of Wood
Guest Day, Universalist Vestry
25 cents a hundred. Grind dally. SIMONIsaac N. Young
RUTABAGA
first class and rank of sergeant bugler ! at Knox Hospital,
TOjj
__________________
123-125
fords. were weekend guests of Mrs.
Hostesses—Social Committee
.
Will keep all winter
Funeral services for Isaac N. Young
YOUR Future Prospect-S Helpful Spiri
with the 56th Pioneer Infantry Band. Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Davis, son
Pageant of the Sea.
Angelica Glover. Edith Blaney
Stiles' mother. Mrs. Martha M Car
$1.00 Per bu. Delivered
tual Reading 16 questions
Music
playing baritone and trumpet.
j Earl and family of Port Clyde were Prompt
ter. and grandmother. Mrs. R. J. Mc who died Saturday, will be held to
reply. G. A A. JONES. Bluehlll
day
at
2
o'clock
from
residence
on
March 4, 1937
I After an honorable discharge from callers Sunday at the home of Sadie Falls, Maine___________________123 125
SMALL & RACKLIFF
Phail.
goods
247 Maverick Street
j the service in the summer of 1919, | Davis.
Hostesses—Irene Walker, Jane Beach
Members of Grace Chapter 015., Wadsworth street. Mr. Young was
land’ Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orden
Rockland, Me,
TeL 83
Cross Roads of the Sea,
Katheryn St. Clair
1 he returned to Thomaston, resumin’
Mrs. Olive Orne recently visited solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.^
have been invited to attend the in bom in St. George. Dec. 24. 1859.
Fjords and Glaciers of Norway,
Sadie Leach
son
of
William
and
Elizabeth
i
Nor

his musical work Later he accept-, her cousin, Mrs. Flora Norton In
spection of Ivy Chapter in Warren,
Miscellaneous Events,
Music
ed a position with the City Opera I Rockland.
Wednesday night. Supper will be wood) Young. When a young boy he
March 18, 1937
$» ♦ - ♦
Legal Notice
moved to Cushing and for the past
I
House Orchestra at Waterville, as
Mrs. Seppela is in Fitchburg. Mass.,
served at 6:30.
Hostess—Ellen Daly, at the Bok Home for Nurses
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE
4
Miscellaneous Events,
Music
trumpet player, where he remained where she will make her winter home
Miss Mabelle Brown, of Portsmouth 54 years had resided in this town.
Whereas Algernon Austin ol Washing
He is survived by a son. Hollis D.,
Sea Yarns
Vivian Hewett
ton. County of Knox and State of Maine, 4
until the fall of 1924 when the call of with her daughters.
N. H.. spent the weekend with her
by hls mortgage deed, dated September
Thc Sea's Contribution to Our Country,
Ted Taft and family have moved to 25 1930. and recorded ln the Knox
his home town brought him back to
parents, Capt. and Mrs. John Brown. of Thomaston, and one daughter.
TENTS
to let. Telephone 1262-W.
Caroline Stanley
Registry of Deeds. Book 225. Rockland
Mrs
E
Roy
Smith,
of
Medford,
Mass.
121*123
spend the remainder of his short life. the A R. Rivers property, South Countv
Miss Carol Baker, of Billerica,
April
1,
1937
page
287.
conveyed
to
Benjamin
H
Lin

* • • ■
THREE furnished rooms to let. all
coln of said Washington, the following
He opened a studio at Rockland, his i Cushing.
Mass., was guest of her grandparents,
modern.
MRS
MINNIE
MILES.
31
Annual Meeting.
Dinner
described real estate, to wit:
Charles H. Poland
1222-124
teaching embracing not only the Charles Poland died Sunday morn
Mr. and Mrs. F. John Baker, over
Fortieth Anniversary of Federation
Two-thirds, undivided, of a certain lot Ocean St.__________
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic
parcel of land with the buildings
Tlie Singing Sailor.
Ruth Ellingwood
Charles H. Poland 62. died sudden
trumpet and saxophone, but all wind ing after a few hours' illness. or
the holiday weekend.
thereon, situated ln said Washington, street to let. lights, flush MRS W S
Deceased had moved here two weeks and fully described ln deed of George H KENNISTON, 176 Main St. Tel 874-W
Miss Jennie Moody arrived here ly Sunday morning at his home in I
and reed instruments.
Lincoln to Algernon and Lydia Austin,
from Newton, Mass., Friday for a few East Friendship, having been taken
For 10 years he had held the di ago from the Harbor.
dated May 11. 1925. and recorded In
EXECUTIVE BOARD
HEATED room to let, upstairs. 25 Oak
•
•
•
•
Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book street._______________
days' visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ed ill late Saturday afternoon.
rectorship
of
the
Rockland
School
123*125
President.
Ellen Daly
207 page 197. to which deed and record
FURNISHED apartment to let: three
ward P. Ahern and Mrs. Charles B.
Deceased was bom in Friendship
Vice President
Band where he was beloved by the
Miss Emma Davis
thereof reference Is hereby made for a
Gladys Heistad
rooms
with
modern
Improvements.
19
Secretary.
particular description.
Singer, before going to New York and had resided there all his life
Carrie Palmer
students and faculty. This band has
123*125
Miss Emma Davis who died Sept. more
And whereas the condition of said Willow St
Treasurer
Elizabeth
Davis
city where she will have employment where he had been a fisherman until
been a credit to his work and should 26 at her home on Wadsworth Point mortgage has been broken:
HOUSE trailer for sale or to let, suit
Auditor.
Irene Walker
Now. therefore, by reason of the able -for going south. 138 Camden street.
in the household of John Edgerton.
a few weeks ago when he and Ralph '
stand as a monument to his memory I following a two weeks' illness, had breach of the condition thereof. I. Tel 1214-M____________
Directors,
122-tf
Caroline Jameson, Etta Stoddard
At the meeting of Henry Knox Starrett bought the John Gay farm
He also taught and directed thc been jn failing health the past few Nellie M Lincoln of said Washington, ln
THREE light housekeeping rooms to
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
mv capacity of Administratrix of the let. at 17 Crescent street. Hot and cold
Chapter. RA.M., in Masonic hall at East Friendship. He was the son
Thomaston High School Orchestra years.
Miss Davis, daughter of Estate of the said Benjamin H Lincoln water, use of bath Adults only. 122*124
Literary Division,
Alice Karl. Chairman
foreclosure of said mortgage
Friday night officers were elected: of George W. and Amanda (Wotton)
The Rockland City Band had been Randall and Sarah (Morse) Davis, claim
Lenora Cooper. Anna Nelson, Orissa Merritt
THREE-room
furnished
apartment
In Witness Whereof. I. the said Nellie
bath at 29 Franklin St. Apply on
Ellis C. Young, high priest; Frank Poland. His wife, Alice M.. survives.
Blanche Ellsworth
under his leadership for many years was born on Georges Island but came M. Lincoln, have hereunto eet my hand, with
premises
122-tf
ln
my
said
capacity,
this
thirtieth
day
Music Division.
Irene Walker. Chairman
Adams, King; Charles Knights,
Funeral services will be held from
and for the past few years he had to this community ln early girlhood of September, ln the year of our Lord
FIVE-room apartment to let. 17 Knox
Dora
Bird.
Adelaide
Lowe,
Rose
Stahl
scribe; Ralph Carroll, chaplain; Rob his residence Wednesday at 2 o clock
taught the North Haven Band as and had since made her home here. one thousand nine hundred and thirty- St . Thomaston Modern conveniences,
rent reasonable. MRS L. W. THORN
SOCIAL DIVISION
six.
ert W. Walsh, treasurer; Enoch M
NEI J.IE M LINCOLN.
well.
DIKE. R No 1. Thomaston.
121*123
Of kindly nature. Miss Davis was
Annie
Stevens,
Chairman
Administratrix
as
aforesaid.
Clark, secretary; Alvah Simmons, of
SEVEN-room house to let. lights, toilet,
When in need of recreation he was ever ready and willing to aid others
UNION
Caroline Jameson.
Hester Chase
120-T-126 large
garage, all ln good shape; also
Warren, companion C. H.; Chester
happy to start With gun and dog to and for her friendly spirit she was
Caroline Sleeper.
Eva Hellier
tenement of 4-rooms and bath In my
home, garage vacant last of month. L
B. Hall of Warren, Companion P. S.;
Angelica Glover,
Clara Thurston
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames visited
spend a few hours hunting. Almost dearly beloved in the home and In honor of their 50 years’ member W.
BENNER. 88 North Main St 122*124
Grace Daniels
Oscar Starrett of Warren, royal Arch friends Sunday in Boothbay.
his last conversation, a few days be neighborhood. Her helpful presence ship ln the order W B Gardner and
ONE furnished room to let. pleasant
WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE
captain; Aaron A. Clark, third vale;
Mr. and Mrs. W. Anderson of
Mabel Crawford were presented with and ln good location Men preferred 12
fore his death, was to the effect that will be keenly missed.
Btate 8t . after 3 30 p m
121*123
Edith Blaney, Chairman
Harrison Whitehill, second vale; Rockland were guests Sunday of Mrs.
She is survised by her sister, Sadie gold sheaf certificates.
it
would
soon
be
hunting
time
and
he
FIVE-room apartment to let ln Thom
Grace Rollins,
Jane Beach
iwoert F. Watts, first vale; Edgar Bertha Bryant.
aston.
Apply
to
HENRY
JONES.
175
Main
Earl Hannon is pressing hay for
looked forward to entering into the Davis of this place, a brother, Rodney
Relief Nichols,
Ellen Cochrane
Bt.. Thomastoq,_________________ 121*123
Crawford, sentinel. Plans were also
Mr. and Mrs. Prescott Hilton of
Davis of Port Clyde, several nieces S H. Creighton.
outdoor life again.
Mary Overlock
SINGLE houet to let. five rooms 375
made to hold a private installation of Providence visited friends here the
Mrs. William Rogers and infant Broadway. Tel 36
118*123
BENEVOLENCE COMMITTEE
In the summer of 1923 Mr Kirk and nephews and a wide circle of
officers Oct. 23.
past week, on their way to Red
TWO 4-room tenements to let at 38
Minnie Rogers, Chairman
daughter Donna May have returned
patrick was married to Adella T Gil friends.
Mechanic St., suitable for one famllv If
Mrs. Dora Moody, of Exeter. N H Beach. Mr. Hilton's former home.
Mary Southard,
Louise Ingraham
Funeral seivices were held at the home from Knox Hospital.
more of Waterville, who survives him,
desired. Lights, flush MRS W S. KEN
s spending a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. Ruth (Wentworth) Charlton
NISTON. 176 Main St , Tel. 874-W. 119-tf
HOSPITALITY COMMITTEE
A.
D.
Davis
parlors
in
Thomaston.
Mrs.
Ada
Spear
has
returned
from
together with one daughter Beverly
Mrs. Harry C. Moody.
LIGHT housekeeping rooms to let.
of Norfolk. Va., is guest of Mrs.
Ethel Newcombe,
Mary Avery
C.. and three sisters Mrs. Katheryn Interment was in the Village ceme a visit with relatives in Portland.
furnished and heated. Tel. 733-M, 34
Sadie Leach
Ellis C. Young. Harrison Whitehill Ralph Young. Here is one who has
Fulton
St.
119*124
Wood and Mrs Mildred Smith of tery.
OUTING COMMITTEE
Donald Whitney. Charles Knights. never lost her love for the rugged
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. four
Rockland and Isabel Kirkpatrick of
SWAN’S ISLAND
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
Maud Blodgett,
Nettie Perry
Edgar Crawford, and Edgar Libby, hills of Maine. She told friends here
Thomaston.
118-tf
SOUTH WARREN
Bernice Haines.
Louise Havener
members of Orient Lodge, F.A.M. that she stood that level country
Capt. William H. Burns and his
PARK Street Grill to let. completely
His last appearance before the
Julia Murray
motored Saturday to Searsmont until her heart cried out for a glimpse
V. F. STUDLEY, Tel. 1154 or
public was the conducting of the Mrs. R. E. Cutting , Mrs. Laura niece Mrs Roswell Eaton of Glen furnished.
330.
115-tf
where they were guests of Quantaba- of mountains, rocks and trees, and
Copeland.
Rose
Marshall
and
Nettie
Cove
spent
a
few
days
recently
at
Rockland City Band at the Warren
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
CLUB MEMBERS
cook Lodge.
she certainly timed her visit right to
modern,
at
48
Grace
St
Tel.
133.
114-tf
Bi-centennial. The music for this Copeland attended the meeting of Capt. Bums' former home in At
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brasier and see her native land in its most beau
Marshall. Hazel
Avery. Mary
APARTMENT to iet at corner of
the Rockland Farm Bureau Friday lantic.
spectacular
performance
had
been
ar

Union
and
Grove
Sts
Very
reasonable
Beach, Jane
•Merritt. Orissa
daughter, Anne Howard, of Portland, tiful dress.
ranged and was directed by Mr. Kirk at the Meadows.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges and MRS LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St 118-tf
Mlllett, Therese
Beverage. Nina
and Arthur Brasier, of Woodfords
Charles Howe is on vacation from
THIRTY-EIGHT foot cabin Cruiser for
Mrs. Olive Fales was hostess Thurs Mrs. Laura Stinson spent the week
•Moran. Irene
patrick. This was followed by an
Bicknell, Edith
hire at anytime for sailing or fishing,
visited relatives Sunday in town.
the Creighton store, and is visiting
Murray. Julia
Bird. Dora
call FLYES GARAOE.
118-tf
ill turn from which his last illness day at a husking bee at her home. end on the mainland.
Mr. and Mrs. William Cullen, of his parents at Greenfield. Mass.
Nelson. Anna
•Blodgett. Maude
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
resulted. For nearly a year, un Much work was accomplished.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid met modern Apply at CAMDEN Sr ROCK
Newcombe. Ethel
Lewiston, were weekend holiday
Mrs. Lela Haskell left yesterday to
Blaney. Edith
known even to his family and closest Mrs. Mollie Johnson of Owl's Head Thursday afternoon witli Mrs. Josie LAND WATER CO. Tel 634
118-tf
North. Edith
Chase. Hester
guests of his sister, Miss Mary B visit her sister Mrs. Pevear in Waterfriends he had labored on, already is guest for a few days of Mrs. A. R. Conary.
Nichols. Relief
Cooper. Lenora
Cullen.
town for two weeks.
Overlock, Mary
•Cooper, ^lary
stricken with the disease which Jordan.
K
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Henry of
Orient Chapter 055, will be in
Miss Theo Tainter has arrived
Palmer. Carrie
Crie. Mabel
I
finally took his life, after a short but The Thomaston Farmers’ Union
Winchester, Mass., will return today spected Friday by Worthy Grand
Payson. Gertrude
Cushman. Castera
♦
wiil hold Its annual meeting today home after a season's employment
severe
illness
of
nine
weeks,
in
Thom

Perry. Helen Olli
after spending several days with Patron Frank A. Smith of Presque
Cochrane. Ellen J.
at. a summer resort in the White 4
at
Good
Will
Grange
hall.
The
aston,
Oct.
6
surrounded
by
those
he
Perry, Helen D
Daly, Ellen
Mrs Henry's mother, Mrs. John A Isle, assisted by District Dept.. Leah
,
women of the Grange will serve a Mountains.
Perry. Nettle
FARM for sale, with tools, wood.
loved.
Daniels. Grace
McCoy. They were accompanied as Davis of Thomaston. A supper will
Jumbcr. Building ln good repair. Will
Luella
Holmes
Js
on
the
mainland
Perry. Cora
New
England
boiled
dinner
at
noon.
Davis. Elizabeth
Military services were conducted at
sell cheap. J. B. PAULSEN. Thomaston.
far as Boston by Miss Anna Donohue be served at 6:30 under thc direction
Putman. Mildred
Decker. Kay
121*123
Good Will Grange members will for a few days.
the Thomaston Baptist Church. Rev.
who has been guest of her sister. Miss of Mrs. Euila Lermond. Mrs. Mar
•Rich. Mary P
Ellsworth. Blanche
PLACE on Old County road. Rockland
The
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
hold
a
sale,
supper
ami
dance
at
their
Corwin Olds of Rockland officiating,
for sale Seven room house, with bath
Rogers, Madeline
•Ellingwood, Ruth
garet Gleason. Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes'
Katherine Donohue, meantime.
assisted by Rev. H. S. Kilborn of hall the afternoon and evening of Stockbridge was the scene of a happy room. electric lights, furnace Barn at
Rogers. Minnie
•Frye. Annie
Dr. Marion May and Mrs. Esther Mrs Hattie Leach and Mrs. Caroline
tached. suitable for garage or for keep
Rose, Mabel
•Glover. Angelica
Thomaston, Chaplain Carl Chaples Oct. 21. Of stormy, it wil! be held gathering Thursday afternoon, the ing cow and hens Three acres land, part
Cobb of Saco, and the former's Abbott. On the decoration commit
for gardens. Large raspberry patch,
Rollins, Grace
Gay. Anah
and Vice Commander Dornan of Wil- the first fair day following. Supper occasion being Mr. Stockbridge's 82d tilled
several fruit trees. Price reasonable.
tee are Mrs. (Gladys Cramer and
St. Clair. Katheryn
Haines, Katherine
birthday
anniversary.
A
chicken
will
be
served
at
6
p.
m.
The
gen

Communicate with Box 126. Rockport.
liams-Brazier Post, A. L„ of which
Sezak, Ethel
Mrs. Marie Butler. Mrs. Ethel Creigh
Havener, Bernice
Maine.
120*125
the deceased was a member The eral committee comprises Mrs. Lev: supper was served by Mrs. StockSleeper, Caroline
Heistad. Gladys
ton and Mrs. Mary Barker will super
bridge
and
a
birthday
cake
prepared
Shaw, Emma
Hellier. Eva
large attendance and elaborate floral Bucklin, Mrs. Laura Copeland and
vise the entertainment.
by his daughter-in-law. The guests welcome sound Saturday as sne came
•Sheldon, Suella
Hewett, Vivian
tributes spoke silently of hls stand Mrs. Blanche Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes and
A Magi
Small. Addle
Hodgdon, Frances
Lester W. Grant of Glenwood has for supper were their son Calvin in on a business trip. Rev. Neil Bosing in the community.
Mr. and Mrs. Reverdy Carroll are on
Smalley, Dorothy
Holbrook. Rtabcl
been
spending a few days at R. E Stockbridge, Mrs. Stockbridge, their field was on board and made several
Members of the Rockland School
a few days trip through Aroostook
Snow, Thelma
Hoffses. Helen
calls.
In a Magic
Band. Rockland City I?knd, Winslow- Cutting's. He has also visited his daughter Mrs. Howard Staples, Mr.
Ingraham, Louise
Shaw. Carrie B.
County and Canada.
Staples
and
later
in
the
evening
Mr.
aunt
Mrs.
Abbie
Wooster
at
East
Jameson, Caroline
Southard, Mary
Holbrook Post. R. L., of Rockland and
Plans are going forward for the
Jameson. Alice
Stanley, Caroline
Willlams-Brazier Post, A.L., of Thom Warren and other relatives in Rock and Mrs. Leland Trask paid them a
opening
of
the
Bible
Class,
the
first
Ring—
Karl. Alice
Smith. Clara
WE BUY
friendly call. Mr. Stockbridge’s jolly
land.
aston attended in bodies.
meeting to be held Oct. 22. Study will
Leach. Sadie
Stoddard, Etta
disposition
has
always
kept
him
Several
Good
Will
Grange
members
The
bearers
were
Enoch
Clark.
Milbe made of the Great Prophets.
Lowe. Adelaide
Stevens, Annie
ton M. Griffin, Orvel Williams, Ed attended the meeting Friday night of young and a companion to youthful,
Lowe, Marion
Stahl, Margaret
The Master of the State Grange.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
Maxey.
Laura
Thurston.
Clara
ward T. Dornan. Fred Burnham and White Oak Grange. Visitors were as well as elderly friends.
F. B. Richardson, has been invited to
JEWELER
Marsh, Sarah
Walker, Irene
The whistle of the Seacoast Mis
Edwin F. Lynch of the American present from other Granges making
speak at the Methodist Church Oct.
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Wisner, Eva
sionary
boat
,The
Sunbeam,
was
a
Legion.
Honorary bearers were a total attendance of more than 100
25 at 6:30.
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Mrs. George P. Holstead returned
Sunday from a week's visit at the
home of her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. Coose in Stockton Springs.
With her came hep young daughter
Marie, who has been visiting there a
month while Mrs. Holstead under
went an operation at Knox Hospital.
Tourist visitors ln the city Sunday
evening included Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Benson and son Dean of Bangor, the
latter home on a month's vacation
leave from Havana, where he fills an
advanced position in the Cuban branch
of the First National Bank of Bos
ton. Enroute from the latter city,
the tourists stopped long enough to
make welcomed calls at the homes of
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton, the F. W.
Fullers, Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Burrows,
Mrs E D. Spear, and Mr. and Mrs
E. C. Davis, who help make up the
long list of Rockland friends with
whom the Bensons for an extended
period of years have been Intimate.

Mrs. Florence Bolduc of Rockville
is receiving treatment at Knox Hos
pital.

Mrs. Charlotte F. Perry has re
turned home having been guest of
relatives in Brighton, Mass., and
Portland for a few weeks.

Mrs. Harold Coombs, who has been
seriously ill at her home on Masonic
street, is much improved and able to
receive callers.
Recent guests at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Murray Eaton were Mrs.
Eaton's mother, Mrs. Alden Kinney
and grandson -Guilford of Eastport,
and D. A. McMahon of Stonington.

Harold Evans and George Evans of
Everett, Mass., were holiday guests of
Guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. George Evans.
George Sherman were Mr. and Mrs.
Errol Scott of Eden Park, R. I., Miss
Mr. and Mrs. John Montgomery. Nina Titus of Boston. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Frank Pierce. Mrs. Edna Plum Herbert Inman of Providence. Mrs
mer, Mr. and Mrs. George Wentworth Mary Moore of Warren and Mrs.
and sons Charles and William, and Clementine Hewett of Bosto Mrs
Mr. Tallford all of Bucksport, hpve Hewett remained for the weekend.
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
Davis, Rankin street.
Mrs. Leslie Clark of Damariscotta
Mrs Amos Makinen and son
Douglas of South Thomaston are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Sprague
while Mr. Makinen is a patient at
Knox Hospital.

Mrs Austin Moody entertained at
contract Friday afternoon at her
camp in Warren.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will hold
a rehearsal Friday night at 7 30. All
officers are urged to be present.

Mr and Mrs. Hervey Allen left
Monday on a business trip to New
Hampshire. They will have head
quarters at "The Carpenter" in Man
chester, returning home by way of the
Mohawk Trail.

To

Entertain

State

Branscombe
Helen Wentworth
Vocal—The Spirit Flower.
Campbell. Tipton
Margaret Simmons
Two pianos—Barcarolle ln O Major.
Rubinstein
Edna Gregory, Ruth Sanborn
I Vocal—
(al My Heart Ever Faithful.
Bach
(b) Home.
MacFayden
Mildred Havener
Vocal—All Through the Night.
Old Welsh Air
Freda Searles

Water Company building.

Miss Carrie A Barnard of Medford
Hillside. Mass , is the guest of Miss
Lucie Winslow. 10 Claremont street.

A. V. Barton and B. F. Barton of
Winsted. Conn.. A. F. Barton, Isle au
Haut, and Mrs Elizabeth Barton and
children Alice and Paul have been in
meet Wednesday at 2.30 at the Nurses' Portland, where they were called by
the serious illness of Mrs. Arthur
Home.
Crockett (Ruth Barton» who is at
Mr and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter mo State Street Hospital.
tored through the White Mountains
Mrs. William Simond of Watertown.
over the weekend.
Mass., arrived Saturday to be the
Dr. and Mrs. Charles D. North were weekend guest of Mrs. Fred Achorn,
in Boston last week.
returning home Monday. •

J. P. Riley of Providence visited
Mrs. Frances B. Bicknell left yes
in this city over the weekend.
terday for Wilmington. Del., where
The Aprin Committee of the Relief
Mrs. Harold T. Sargent. Jr. (Alice she will visit with her son Charles for
Corps Fair will meet Wednesday aft
Libby)
is making a brief visit here be a few days.
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Maud
Cables, North Main street. A beano fore going to her new home in
Mrs. Gardner French was hostess
party for members and friends will Indiana.
to W.I.N. Club for cards, at the
be held in the evening.
Miss Glenna Rankin was home from Feeney cottage. Ingraham Hill. Thurs
Miss Florence Dean, who is regis Westbrook Junior College over the day evening. Mrs. Herbert Curtis,
Mrs. Viva Kalloch and Mrs. John
tered at the Leland Powers School of weekend.
Richardson won honors. Late lunch
Expression in Boston, writes enthusi
Miss Olive Bevorstock of Boston wa.s was served.
astically of her work She has for
subjects, pantomime. History of cos-, guest of Miss Caroline Jameson for
The postponed meeting of the Arts
turning, play production, history of the weekend and holiday.
and Crafts Society will be held Tues
drama, diction, puppetry, philosophy
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson of day evening at the home of Mrs. Eve
and poetry, with a new subject for
each month. Miss Dean is pleasantly Avon, Mass., were guests of Mr. and lyn Peaslee, Summer street.
Mrs. Ernest J. Jones for the weekend.
located on East Newton street.
F*
A beano party sponsored by the
Miss Hattie Vose Hall of Augusta Utility Committee of Relief Corps
Mrs. Lester Plummer and Miss
Martha Seavey have been guests of is the guest of Mrs. W. S. Follans Fair was held Friday night at the
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sewall ln bee.
home of Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe.
Brunswick, Miss Seavey making a
Berkley street. Those winning prizes
Mr. and Mrs. J. Stanley Cookson of were Mrs. Delilah Cunningham. Mrs.
weekend visit and Mrs. Plummer re
Newton Center, Mass., were guests Annie Dennison of South Thomaston,
maining for a longer period.
over the weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Eliza Plummer, Mrs. Mae Cross,
Mrs. Alfred Sprague and son War James Doherty, Columbia avenue. Mrs. Joseph Hamlin. Miss Flora Ham
ren of Swan's Island have been Sunday the party motored to Cadillac lin, Mrs. Herbert Mullen. Miss Helen
Mountain, calling enroute on Mrs. Connon and Miss Martha Seavey.
spending a few days in this city.
Alton Gross at Bar Harbor and visit
Mrs. Emma Carr, Mrs. Margaret ing Fort Knox at Bucksport, on their
Miss Kate T. Wendell, who has
Carr and Mrs. Frances Newhall, were return.
been spending the past season at her
among those attending a bridge party,
Crescent Beach cottage, returns to
given Thursday evening by Mrs.
day to her home in East Milton.
Callie Morrill at her home at Spruce
Head.
Browne Club will meet in the vestry
of the First Baptist Church Friday
Miss Pearl Borgerson returned Fri
night.
Every piece of our
day from a vacation trip to Quincy,
Boston and Stamford, Conn., where
ROSEVILLE POTTERY
The first meeting of the Delphian
she visited relatives and friends.
At One-Half Price
Society was held Thursday afternoon
This 4s a fine chance to purchase
at thc Copper Kettle with Mrs. Hervey
Mrs. Harold Hart of Swak's Island
Prizes and Christmas Gifts.
Allen as hostess and Mrs. Sadie
has been the guest of relatives ^nd
■ UBMI ■
Leach leader. The subject was
friends in Camden and Rockland.
Just In—Some Fine
"Stori& From Egyptian Literature,"
embracing
"Series
of Various
ARAUCARIAS
J. E. Sinnett of Rockville, who has
Wonderful housr plants that will
Epochs," "Egyptian Life in Egypt,"
been having a week's vacation from
last for years
"Tales of a Magician," “Story of the
John Bird Co. with Mrs. Sinnett
$2.00 each
Peasant and the Workman," “Story
and son has returned from a motor
of the Doomed Prince," and the
Large Paper White
trip to Canada.
“Story of Satan and the Mummies."
NARCISSUS BULBS
The next meeting will be held Thurs
Tested for bloom
Mrs. Harry Allard and Mrs. Frank
Plant now for Christmas blossoms day. Oct. 22.
Wall of Spruce Head were recent
guests of Mrs. Cleve Harvey.
MUSCARI BULBS
for your garden
WASHINGTON
ons Festival, Wednesday, Oct. 14,
35c dozen
kland High School auditorium,
Charles Mitchell and family of
Tulip, Hyacinth and
m.
122-123
Roslindale. X^iss., motored here re
Daffodil Bulbs .
cently to visit Mr. Mitchell's mother,
Mrs. Mary Mitchell, and sister Marion.
KNITTING WOOLS
At attractive priees
The residence of Harvey Mooers is
Samples free with new
being improved by the removal of the
fail hints. Visit our shop
—open dally.
__ .
back piazza, thus providing greater
FLOWER SHOP
THOMAS HODGSON
371 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. light to the interior. Mr. Mooers re
Se SONS, Inc.
TEL. 318-W
cently enjoyed a motor trip to the
Concord Worsted Mills
120-122
CONCORD, N. H.
White Mountains and Vermont.
109 ■*126

SPECIAL CASH SALE
This Week Only

“SILSBY’S”

FULLER - COBB, INC.
WEDNESDAY’S HOURLY SALES
TAFFETA SLIPS
25c
LADIES’ ALL WOOL SKIRTS
75c

LADIES’ RAYON PANTIES
AND BLOOMERS 20c
LADIES’ RAYON HOSE
14c
LADIES’ COTTON DRESSES
25c

LADIES’ DRESSES
$1 off any dress of $2 or over

LADIES’ KNIT SUITS
$2.65

FROM 9.00 TO 10.00 A. M.

FROM 10.00 TO 11.00 A. M.

FROM 11.00 TO 12.00 A. M.

MEN’S FANCY HOSE
5c
MEN’S WINTER UNION SUITS
50c

MEN’S ALL WOOL CREW
NECK HEAVY SWEATERS
$1.00

FROM 12.00 TO 1.00 P. M.

FROM 1.00 TO 2.00 P. M.

LADIES’ SILK BLOUSES
95c
A beautiful assortment of $2.00 Blouses

TURKISH TOWELS
8c
FROM 3.00 TO 4.00 P. M.

LADIES’ ALL WOOL SUITS
AND COATS
$3.80
* FROM 2.00 TO 3.00 P. M.

FROM 4.00 TO 5.30 P. M.

LATEST STYLE PATTERNS.............................................................. 02’/2
MEN’S FLANNEL AND BROADCLOTH PAJAMAS.................... 75
MEN’S PANTS................................................................................................75
CURTAIN GOODS........................................................................ yard .06
LADIES’SHOES....................................................................................... 1.00

DON’T MISS THIS SALE—ARTICLES WITHDRAWN AFTER ADVERTISED TIME

FULLER - COBB, INC.

EAGLE

at

THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES

Clifford Quinn of Camden was here
on a brief visit recently.
Mrs. Edwin Howard is visiting her
daughter Marion, in North Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland H. Perry of
Owl's Head are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl S. Brown for a few days.
Miss Edith Farnsworth spent the
weekend with friends in Deer Isle.
Mrs. James O. Quinn has returned
here after a few days' visit in Cam
den. His mother, Mrs. Clifford Quinn,
is visiting him.
Frank Bracey. Erland Quinn, James
Quinn and Wilbert Gove are painting
the schoolhouse.

A rehearsal of the Rubinstein
Chorus is called for Friday evening,
Mills is the guest of Mrs. Carrie I at 7 o'clock at the home of • Mrs.
Waltz. Broadway.
Faith Berry Grove street. All mem
bers are urged to attend promptly, as
Miss Enah Orff of Lawrence, Mass., there is important work to be done.
was the guest of friends Sunday in
this city.
Mrs. Jeannette Dunton and daugh
ter Florence have returned from a
Arthur B. Richardson, who has
week's visit in Boston.
been making a brief stay at his sum
mer home, Owl's Head, returned to
PUZZLED YOUTH TO AGE
Commander George H Reed. US.N.
New York yesterday. Mrs. Richard | (retiredi and family, who have been
(For The Courier-Gazette)
why do they pass so quickly
son and their daughter Margaret re spending the summer at Northport, Years,
And what reason do they go?
Just to make the cheeks deep hollow
main two weeks longer.
have taken winter apartments in the

Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Studley, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Staples and sons Wes
Mrs. Theodore E. Perry and Mrs.
ley and Milton, of Swan's Island, Theodore Strong feasted at tht Com
were guests recently of her sister, munity Sweet Shop Friday night. It
Mrs. Carroll Boardman
was the 17th wedding anniversary of
The Methebesec Club holds its first the Perrys, but all three couples were
wedded in September. Games and
regular meeting of the season, Friday,
dancing followed the supper.
Oct. 16 at the Bok Home for Nurses.
Miss Ellen Daly will be hostess.
The Knox Hospital Alumnae will

Mr. and Mrs. Levi Flint have re
turned from Boston where they sp^nt
the past week.

THE JOYCE REUNION

Sunday afternoon, at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. Emery F. Barbour at
Federation of Music Clubs 24 Franklin street, an enjoyable re
union dinner was attended by all of
In the Spring
the surviving daughters and sons of
The Rubinstein Club held its first the late Mr. and Mrs. Levi Babbidge
meeting of the season Friday after Joyce of Atlantic. Mrs. N. B. Trask
came from Atlantic for a fortnight's
noon at the Universalist vestry, 33
visit with her youngest sister, Mrs.
members and two guests attending. Barbour, and Mrs. Edgar H. Smith
The club president, Mrs. Lydia Storer, made the trip from Portland. The
made some interesting announce two brothers, Herman R. Joyce, and
ments among them being plans for Austin Joyce, travelled respectively
several guest artists for the coming from Gloucester, Mass., and Norwood,
year. It was voted to entertain the R. I.
Wives and husbands of the above,
State Federation of Music Clubs at
their annual spring gathering, an together with sons, daughters, a niece
event which will bring many clubs J and several grandchildren made the
and musicians to this city. Mrs. Dora j gathering a memorable one. Those
Bird, who was a delegate to the' present were: Mr. and Mrs. Emory F.
State Federation held in Bangor last j Barbour, Mrs. N. B. Trask, Atlantic,
May, gave a clever and detailed re Mr. and Mrs. Herman R. Joyce, Glou
port of the meeting. The following cester. Mass.: Mrs. Edgar H. Smith,
program was presented, the num Porltand; Austin Joyce, Norwood, R.
bers being taken from the Federa I; Gerald S. Joyce, Gloucester, Mass.;
Miss Mildred Smith, Portland: Mr.
tion program:
Assembly singing—"State ot Maine", and Mrs. William Koster and daugh
Prances Turgeon Wiggin ters Barbara, Lucille and Janice of
Two pianos—Valse ln A flat Major.
Chopin Augusta: Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Bar
Ruth Sanborn. Nathalie Snow
Vocal—Homing.
Del Reigo bour and daughter Cynthia, Shirley
Marianne Bullard
A Barbour, of Rockland; Mrs. Ber
(substituting for Nettle Frost)
Vocal
nard Rackliff of Spruce Head and
(a) Oay Little Butterfly,
Hawley
Miss Margaret Smith of Portland.
(b) I Bring You Heartsease.

Votes

Page Seven

NEW FALL DRESSES
$3.98
Warm, Rich Fall Colors, Long Sleeves
Beautifully styled

See Our Northern Window

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
CAMDEN

Mr. and Mrs. John A. Muehllng of
i Manchester, (N. H., were weekend'
I guests of Mrs. P. J. GoodxEhn street.
Mr. Muehllng is the business part
And the hair like snow?
ner of Col. Frank A. Knox. Republican
vice-president nominee.
Oh. some kind soul, pray tell me:
Do you wish you had them hack?—
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Beckett
That you might wear the red and rose ,
In place the lace and black?
motored yesterday to Calais and St.
Stephen. N. B, where they will visit
Or are you glad that you are wise
And know life's volume all.
And have those treasured memories of relatives.
Your answer to youth's call?
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Brown have reYears—Do they make you sad and lone- turned from a motor trip to the
ley for
_ . _
Gaspe Peninsula.
That which cannot be?—
Or do they through their wearing toll , Mr. and Mrs. Robert Tletze sailed
Set burdened heart at liberty?
—Nlckl Rush I Saturday from New York city for a

trip to Switzerland. Mrs. Tietze is
the daughter of Parker Morse Hooper
who spends his summers at Hill
Acres and has been a frequent visi
tor here.
Mrs. Frank M. Tibbetts is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph French in
Philadelphia.
Mrs. M. R. Dudley and daughter,
Miss Caroline Dudley of New York
city are spending a few days in town.
Harry Gushee is in Portland on a
business trip.
Maynard Heal and Arthur Went
worth of Belleville, N. J., have been In
town for a few days.
Robert Drown, a student at the

RUBENSTEIN CLUB
Program Outline For 1936-1937

Universalist Vestry, 2.15 or 7.45 p. m.

October 9. Federation Echoes. Chairman, Lydia Storer. Two pianos. Edna Gregory,
• Nathalie Snow. Vocal. Mildred Havener, Margaret Simmons, Helen Wentworth, Nettie
Frost, Freda Searles.

October 23. Evening. The Charm of Music, paper. Kathleen Fuller; program chairman,
Nathalie Jones. Two pianos. Clemice Blackington. Frances McLoon. Solo. Nathalie Jones,
Alcada Hall. Vocal. Adelaide Lowe, Gladys Grant, Lucy Lowe, Luda Mitchell. Reader,
Blanche Morton. Dancer, Elise Corner. Reception to members.

November 6. History of the Club. Chairman. Caroline Littlefield. Two pianos, Kathleen
O'Hara, Marian Clarke. Solo, Charlotte Hopkins. Dorothy Lawry. Vocal. Damie Gardner,
Esther Berman, Ruth Hoch. Feme Browne, Lorita Bicknell, Nettie Nicholson, Marianne
Bullard.
November 20. Concert with "Les Camarades Musicaux" of Bath.

December 4. Lullabies. Chairman. Dora Bird. Two pianos. Gertrude Parker. Nathalie
Snow. Solo. Ruth Collemer, Alcada Hall. Vocal, Damie Gardner, Eva Greene, Freda
Searles, Marjorie Glidden. Lorita Bicknell. Reader. Beulah Ames. Chorus.

je

ROCKLAND, ME.

Wentworth Institute in Boston, spent
the weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. E. Drown, Union street.
William Hobbs, a student at the
Bentley School of Accounting in
Boston, is guest of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs, Chestnut
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Rokes of
Rockland were visitors Sunday at thc
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Collcmer, Megunticook street.
Mrs. John Mathews is critically ill
at her home on Chestnut street.
Glenn Norton is taking a vacation
from his duties at the Knox woolen
mill and with Mrs. Norton Is spend
ing a few days in Portland.
Mrs. Charles Hofer has returned to
Washington. D. C„ after spending the
summer here.
Merrill Drinkwater is taking a
vacation from his duties at Ora
Brown's market.
Dr. and Mrs. W. Lee Dickens were
called Saturday to Boston by the
death of her sister. Mrs. Louise MacAllister. The body will be cremated
and the ashes brought to this town
•or interment.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Blood arc
visiting their son. Dr. Ouy Blood in
Roslindale, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Ross of New
ton, Mass., were weekend guests of
Mrs. Maude Robinson, High street.
Mrs. Leslie Stinson is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Fritz Johnson in
Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Cora V. Mills of OstervUle.
Mass., who has been with relatives
in town, is now guest of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Vinal in Vinal
haven.
Frank Bracey who has been em
ployed in the First National store on
Elm street has been transferred by
| the company to its store in White
River Junction, Vt.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Collemer
motored Sunday to Pittsfield.
Ladies of the O AK meet Friday
night. The order will be inspected by
thc district president, Ola Ames of
Vinalhaven. Refreshments will be
served after the work.

December SO, Guest evening. Oratorio of the Messiah. Chairman. Grace Strout. Two
pianos. Faith Berry. Nettie Averill. Solo. Ruth Sanborn. Violin. Bertha Luce. Vocal,
Adelaide Lowe. Nettie Nicholson, Nettie Frost. Gladys Grant. Helen Wentworth, Lydia
Storer. and gentlemen to be selected.

January 29. Some Artists of Today—Women. Chairman. Irene Walker. Piano duo,
Nathalie Snow. Gertrude Parker. Solo. Dorothy Lawry. Clemice Blackington. Vocal. Helen
Wentworth, Mildred Havener, Hazel Eaton, Lorna Pendleton, Lorita Bicknell. Faith Brown.
Ruth Hoch. Reader. Blanche Morton.
February 12. Guest evening. Wedding Customs and Music. Chairman, Mabel Holbrook.
Two pianos. Faith Berry. Nettie Averill. Solo. Charlotte Hopkins. Ruth Collemer. Vocal.
Nettie Nicholson. Luda Mitchell. Esther Berman, Marianne Bullard, Lucy Lowe. Beulah
Ames, Gladys Grant. Dancer, Elise Corner.

February 26. Open date. Two Dianas, eight hands. Nettie Averill, Faith Berry, Charlotte
Hopkins, Katharine Keating. Chorus.

March 12. Request. Chairman. Ruth Ellingwood.

MAMA!
That woman’s
{ here again!'

Adoiph Zukoe pro*o«tl«

CHARLIE RUGGLES
MARY BOLAND
ADOIPHE^MENJOU

ftftusAfcwr
Know

A Petamount Picture

w.ik VIVIENNE OSBORNE
CLAUDE GILLINGWATER

by (HM

NOW PLAYING
"ANTHONY ADVERSE"
with
FREDRIC MARCH
Evening Shows, 6.00 and 8.30

Phone 892
MAT. 2, EVE. 6:30 A S:30
CONT. SAT. 2:00 to 10:30

Pocahontas Lumpy Soft Soal
ton $8.53
Pocahontas Screened Nut Soft Coal .... ton 8.75
Dry Fitted Hard Wood
foot 1.25
Coke
ton 11.00
Liggitt’s Creek Noslate, Stove, Nut
Ion 15.00
Magnesia Land Lime...................................... 7.75
Magnesia Ground Limerock
5.75
Delivered
123’It

. January I. Music of the Forests. Chairman. Doris Scarlott. Two pianos. Clemice Black
ington. Frances McLoon. Solo. Dorothy Lawry, Alcada Hall. Vocal, Mildred Havener,
Marianne Bullard. Hazel Eaton, Lorna Pendleton. Margaret Simmons, Faith Browne, Lydia
Storer. Dancer. Elise Corner.
January 15. Evening. Some Artists of Today—Men. Chairman, Dora Bird. Two pianos.
Esther Rogers. Marian Clarke. Solo. Ruth Collemer. Edna Gregory. Vocal. Elsa Con
stantine, Nettie Frost. Lucy Lowe. Luda Mitchell, Esther Berman. Carleen Nutt, Vivian
Hewett. Reader, Beulah Ames.

WED.-THURS.

J. B. PAULSEN
TELEPHONE 84-2

WEDNESDAY
IN LOVE WITH THE MAN

SWORN TO CAPTURE HER

HUSBAND . DEAD OR ALIVE!
Warner Bro*.
bring you tho
dramatic ttory
of a South Sea
Paradise of
Love turned
Into a teethlny

THOMASTON. ME.

THURSDAY NITE IS

BANK NITE

$100.00

March 26. Evening. Silly Symphonies. Chairman, Helen Wentworth. To be selected.
April 9. Rustlings of Spring. Chairman. Elsa Constantine. Piano duo. Kathleen O'Hara.
Marian Clarke. Solos. Frances McLoon. Edna Gregory. Vocal, Damie Gardner. Marearct
Simmons. Carleen Nutt. Vivian Hewett, Eva Greene. Ada Holman. Duet, Marjorie Glid
den. Muriel Crie. Reader. Blanche Morton.
Thirty-five cents admission to non-members except guest or special meetings which
are for members and guests only.
Teachers may present pupils at any of the meetings.
Members not able to serve must provide a substitute.

Mrs. Averill
Mrs. Ames
Mrs. Berry
Mrs. Bullard
Mirs. Berman
Mrs. Bicknell
Mrs. Brown
Miss Browne
Miss Blackington
Mrs. Bird
Mrs. M. Crie
Mrs. O. Crie
Mrs. Corner
Mrs. Clarke
Mrs. Noyes

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Mrs. Collemer
Mrs. Holman
Mrs. Constantine
Miss Holbrook
Mrs. Eaton
Mrs. Hopkins
Mrs. Walker
Miss HaU
Mrs. Ellingwood
Miss Jones
Mrs. Frost
Mrs. O’Hara
Mrs. Fuller
Mrs. A. Lowe
Mrs. Glidden
Miss Keating
Mrs. Wentworth
Mrs. Greene
Mrs. L. Lowe
Miss Grant
Mrs. Gardner
Miss Luce
Mrs. Havener
Miss Lawry
Mrs. Hewett
Miss Littlefield
Mrs. Hoch
Mrs. Mitchell
Miss Wight

Mrs. Morton
Mrs. McLoon
Mrs. Nutt
Mrs. Nicholson
Mrs. Pendleton
Muss Richan
Mrs. Parker
Mrs. Rogers
Miss Simmons
Miss Searles
Mrs. Storer
Mrs. Strout
Mrs. Scarlott
Mrs. Snow

from',1 Some-»i M

I .Ikry.-ilk

HUMPHREY BOGART
MARGARET LINDSAY
DONALD WOODS
Pa^Creeli

««< Hart’Et Clive

tXroet.d by FRANK McOONALO
A WARNER BROS. PICTURt

TREVOR • HARWELL
ARLINE JUDGE
EVELYN VENABLE

ALSO
BANK NITE

TODAY
PATSY KELLY
ill
“KELLY THE SECOND"

AMATEUR NITE FRIDAY

TEL. 409

I
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THIS IS TIMELY

Fast

Planes

For

New

England

Service

Tells You How To Stow
Garden

Vegetables

For

JOIN THE

the Winter

You and
Your Car

Ideal storage for one garden vegeta
ble may be far from ideal for another
says R M. Wiley, of the Department
Points of Personal In
of Horticulture, University of Maine.'
terest to Every Motorist
While most vegetables require a tern- j
•*
—by—
peiature of about 32° F and high
Frederick C. Russell
humidity
for best keeping, onions re-:
a National Motor Authority
quire
the
above temperature but dry 1
(copyrighted)
conditions, and squash and pumpkins,
require a dry atmosphere and tem
perature of 45 deg. to 50 deg. (about
6f deg. for two or three weeks to cure
after harvesting).
Root crops keep best if packed in
of
saving
oil
is
by
cutting
speed.
This
Among the automatic features
barrels
or boxes of sand. Celery
has
been
demonstrated
time
and
time
I
hoped for on the automobile is a
again on proving grounds. One of
should
be
stored with roots attacned
brake on the accelerator pedal.
the most interesting of these tests j
and covered with moist soil, using
Less Rotting When Painted
showed that reducing speed from 45 !
rare to keep the tops dry. The home
In your pampering of thc new car to 40 miles per hour increased oil
gardener will profit by doing every
OU don’t very often have a chance to share
let me suggest the idea of brushing a economy 400 miles per gallon as com
thing he can to adapt the cellar tha:
thick coating of aluminum paint on pared with a saving of 200 miles per
in $10,000 merely by joining a party. But
is available so that a nearly ideal
the muffler. This will serve to pro- j gallon when switching from S AE
that
’
s just what happens when you join The
storage as possible will be had.
tect the muffler against water from 20 grade oil to S.A.E. 30.
The
vegetables
which
can
be
kept
“American” Party Contest.
the road and will thus save rusting .
Press Harder For Start
satisfactorily In storage include: The
which starts externally as well as in- , Strange as it may seem, ever since
The First Prize is $2500 and there are 563 other
,-oot crops, potatoes cabbage, onions,
ternally. The latest mufflers are com engineers placed the starter button
squash
and
pumpkins
Celery
can
be
'
Cash
Prizes. Anybody has a chance to win. For
ing through this way. Aluminum . on the instrument panel drivers have
redemption is divided into three parts and its people would indeed be
] kept for a time if given proper (
LINCOLN
BAPTISTS
paint not only helps check rust.ng had more difficulty starting.
complete details get Official Contest Blank from
1*
Atonement—His coming to earth for sore straits.
storage conditions, while cauliflower ,
but it also helps to insulate the floor watched a good many drivers go
About
this
time
It
was
realized
any American Oil Company dealer or station. You
may
be
stored
for
a
relatively
short
I
AdvocacyMore Than 200 Attended 1116 salvation of maning cf the car against heat.
through the starting procedure and
Having atoned for sin, He ascended to that Maine was a potential recrea- perjod in SOme cases tomatoes have,
don’t have to buy anything.
the Quarterly Meeting At the throne of God, there to intercede tional paradise. The experience of
I have about reached the conclusion
Head Needs Special Care
kept for quite a period if picked
that
their
new
difficulty
is
due
to
’
for believers, and to save from the California. Florida, and a few other preen and handled very carefully.
Speaking of aluminum reminds me
West Rockport
Remember! You get your Con
power of sin. day by day. Advent— pioneer vacation States had demon-, Varieties differ in keeping quality.,
to warn against using any cleansers carelessness. Pressing the button is
test Blank from any American
containing soda when flushing out so easy they fall into the habit of I More than 200 members of the His promise. “I will come again." He
Danish Ballhead cabbage produces j
Lincoln
Baptist
Association
gathered
Oil
Company dealer or station.
merely
touching
it.
This
results
in
fertile
field.
Visitors
to
a
State
take
solid heads which keep well, while ]
is qualified to meet every emergency
an engine that is fitted with a special
in
Quarterly
Meeting
Session
at
West
the
starter-motor
getting
only
enough
nothing
from
It
but
the
happy
memtar
j
y
cabbage
varieties
produce
looser
,
Reports were given of the work being
higher compression head. These
C American Oil Co,
heads are of aluminum and are in current to give the engine's shaft a Rockport Baptist Church Friday. carried on in all parts of the Asso- orles of a vacation well spent. They heads that are not adapted t0 storage,
From Maine lo Florida-Slop ot Tbo Sign ot Greater Valuasi
jured by soda solutions. In flushing partial turn. When the button was God. in nature, provided a marvelous clonal territory. Special selections leave behind when they go millions, yjjere jS not a marked difference
such engines be sure to use a regular on the floor, drivers pressed vigor- day outside, and permitted His serv were sung and greatly appreciated of dollars which they spend for their ,r keeping quaUty of carrot varieUes.
aluminum cleansing solution.
ously. got a better and longer contact. ants to bring rich spiritual messages The day was one of rich, spiritual sustenance and for their recreational j)U( these of qU(te high sugar content;
After reverse flushing the system and were rewarded with a better re from His Word. The subject con blessing.
pursuits.
, decay more readily than others. '
4/«o nittr •/ Amoco Motor l.irlej.li
sidered was the prayer we so often
Our experience in developing this WinUr
wm keep better than
do not immediately put in anti-freeze, sponse from under the hood.
thoughtlessly offer—('Thy Kingdom
lucrative business in Maine has been ordinary varieties Summer squash
These resolutions were adopted:
Instead watch the system for a few
Quarter Is Too Much
Resolved—That we express by a ris an exceedingly happy one. We have v arietles are not adapted to storage
days to make sure that no leaks dewhether or not you are going Come."
Rev Newell J. Smith gave a clear ing vote of thanks, our appreciation seen it grow from a little or nothing as are the Hubbard and other winter
velop in the radiator, for _reverse d0WnhU1 too fast can easily be de
flushing stirs up and removes much cided by noting how much you have definition and description of the of the fine reception given to the to a point where it approximates varieties. Oreen varieties of celery
rust and sediment which, while un to use the brakes cn grades. Hold- kingdom We find the Kingdom of churches of this Association by the $100,000,000 a year.
will keep longer in storage than the
God and the Kingdom of Heaven pastor, and members of West Rock
It would be the human tendency j ellow varieties.
desirable in the system, often does
( ing the brakes on for 50 percent of presented jn Scripture, and learn that port Church.
I for us to rest on our oars at this
seal up small leaks in the radiator.
It is useless to try storing diseased |
the descent plainly indicates that you the Kingdom of Heaven deals mostly
Inasmuch
as
the
speakers
at
a
time. We could say. in effect. "Well, oi Injured products. Select only
Is any time you wish to trade what you have for some
Remember that the system should started the downgrade at too high a
be subjected to two installments of speed. I should also be skeptical of with the earthly phase, and refers to gathering like this, are mainly re we've got this business so what's the disease-free, sound vegetables and
thing you want. The way to do it is by advertising
the reverse flushing system. The first brake application during 25 percent that kingdom which shall be set up at sponsible for the thought, vision, use of worrying about it. We'll al handle carefully to avoid bruising, i
in the Classified Column of The Courier-Gazette.
should be injection of water under air of the downgrade, because the brakes the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ, spirit and purpose of the occasion, be ways have it wont we?
Onions and squash and pumpkins'
The point is that we won't always must be well cured for successful
pressure into the engine block through’ j may then be applied twice as hard. in person to establish that which It resolved that we hereby acknowl
Costs little. Results, quick and satisfying. Phone
God has ordained. This kingdom was edge
______
their ministry with sincere ap- have it. In fact, it looks as though storage. Root crops should be well'
the top water outlet. This should be
Drivers often are misled as to the 0((ered [0 tbe Jews, who refused it. preciatlon
we
have
a
bitter
fight
ahead
to
hold
followed by reverse flushing of the amount of braking required because '
grown when harvested for storage but
770.
|
Being still in the wake of our re- the group we have gained to say not over-mature as they will then be
radiator core through the lower out of the extra power of the brakes and in rejecting the Lord Jesus Christ as
nothing
of
developing
it
still
further.
their Messiah.
i cent sweeping victory against the
let of the radiator.
come woody in storage.
ease of applying them.
The prophet Daniel foresees this liquor traffic in Knox County. Be it As always happens in any business,
Pins Float In Oil
refusal, looks ahead and sees the resolved that we hereby record on.' we are beginning to run up against
Speed L'p The Shift
There is an Interesting story in the
Any fear that you may not be able kingdoms of this Earth finally re-' satisfaction, and urge upon dnr stiff competition. Other states and
oil leads which are drilled through the to shift into second gear when go placed by Christ's Kingdom, whose churches to carry the fight to the provinces have suddenly come to the
connecting rods of modern full-pres ing downhill is greatly lessened by throne shall be in Jerusalem, who finish.
realization that they. too. would like
sure lubricated engines. Most mo shifting as quickly as possible. Make shall reign until finally merged into
It is believed by all that we are to entertain summer visitors.
Almost without d’-cep: ion, these
torists. and not a few automobile an exception to this rule, however, if God's Kingdom. The Kingdom of living in very dangerous times, but
salesmen, assume that feeding oil di the roadway is slippery, because the God. spoken of in the Gospel deals yet times which offer the church its regions have appropriated sums to be
rectly to the piston pins in this way car may skid if the engine slows down with the spiritual and moral nature, greatest opportunity of our modern used in advertising and publicity far
merely assures the pins adequate the rear wheels too quickly. The is all inclusive, is eternal in duration, world, therefore, be it resolved that j larger than the amount that we are
lubrication. But that isn't the idea. point is to avoid lingering with the and God is supreme.
we of the Lincoln Baptist Association spending. $500,000; $200,000; $170,000
The pins usually were well lubri shift lever in the neutral position and
co-operate as far as possible, with | are some of the amounts allocated for
cated before oil was forced directly r the clutch disengaged. Slow down
Rev H W. Nutter spoke on “The j the larger program of our State and next year by localities far poorer I
to them, but they were fitted to much the rate at which you allow the clutch Desire for the Kingdom" and said Northern Baptist Convention repre- than Maine. They are using these
closer limits. This meant that they S pedal to come up. after the shift, in the world does not desire the Lord sented in the forward movement, and j amounts to advertise ’their regions
, confident that it is merely an investwere more likely to become noisy, ! accordance with the condition of the Jesus Christ to come now and set up its missionary enterprise.
slight wear having a more noticeable road. The slower the engagement His kingdom. They want to con
L P C. ■ ment and that it will be returned to i
| them many fold.
effect. It was also hard to hold to I the more gently engine compression tinue in their selfishness and greed,
We. at present, are spending only
these closer limits, especially when braking is transmitted to. the rear and do not want the things of God.
NOT SPENDING ENOUGH
$75,000 per year to adh'eTtise our i
new pins were installed.
Trying
all
means
known
to
man
to
wheels. Slow engagement of the
By force feeding these pins with clutch under such conditions is. how- straighten out the present problems,
problems. Not If We Intend To Keep Pace With recreational advantages. It is cornengine oil, however, it is possible to ever, not the best thing for it. All of they refuse to accept and desire the
the Summer Game
mon knowledge that we are getting
fit the pins much looser. Since the which is Just another reason why tt is only solution, which is the Lord Him-; y{ yQU regd t~ c<)iumn iast Awk back ln &asoline taxes alone man>
times this amount yearly. And so
pins really float on oil under pressure better to shift into second before self He asked if the church and the
you will recall that the writer said we have reached a point where we |
REFRIGERATOR
they can be reasonably loose without starting the decline, or at least be- , individual Christians had a real dethat this year saw more summer I must either increase our advertising
knocking.
fore the car's speed reaches the point $tr® f°r the kingdom to come now, for visitors in Maine than ever before
It explains why fewer motorists where it calls for extra action.
j God's will to be supreme. While and that the millions of dollars that and publicity appropriation in order
these days are shopping around auto
.
Jwaiting for the promised return of they left here constituted the state's to further our recreational business
What Others Are Asking
our
we &re
concerned wjth
or gradually lose our place in the sun
mobile “service row” asking me
largest industry.
to
other localities.
Q.
I
have
had
mechanics
examine
m
a
iting
His
means
of
salvation
known
chanics. “What's that noise I hear?"
It will also be recalled that in this
It
seems to be the opinion of those
the
toe-in.
camber
and
castor
of
the
t0
mankinc^.
Mechanic Joe Speaking
moment when Maine happily fintis who know that Maine should have an
front
wheels
of
my
car,
but
I
am
Rev
Mr
H
yssong
dwelt
on
"Our
“In these days of running around
herself as one of the leading re- annual appropriation. of at least
in circles it ls difficult to realize that still troubled by shimmy. King pins Relationship to the King,” and said— | creational regions of the world, that $250,000. it being pointed out that
are slightly worn,
the- shock absorb- :j AS uiscipies
disciples OI
of vnrisi
Christ wc
we nccu
need to
un your wriU!r sounded a note of warn- , „,fth
.................
w uuamnlln. '
there is often much to be gained by ers have been
serviced and front derstand more about the kingdom Ink
a cautlon lhat if we m„ely rcst
th*s amount m r SUte cotUd be
leaving the car in the service sta
springs replaced. Recently on a trip order w righUy divide the word Of on
frQm
Qn
, adequately presented to the vacation over night. Yet that is an ef
on our oars from now on that we
wlth five people in the car I could
We hecome related to the
U1 . ke
{lne morn;ne w {ind tioning pubUc'
will
awake
some
fine
morning
to
find
fective way to insure the service work hardly drive. F F D.
hv
nf ,«n and ac- I ’J1.attakc some fine mommg to find I
you might My... j am not
King by repentance of sin and ac- that we no longer have a place in the
against failure. Often things do not
the
business
of catering to vacation
A. If the front end gives a good ceptance, by Faith of Him as Saviour sun.
work out exactly as service men
ists. Just what will I get out of it?"
account
of
itself
on
an
alignment
We
are
made
kings
and
priests
unto
In case you think that I am pessi
plan. That wouldn't be so bad in
Next week I will try to tell you.
itself, were it not for the fact that machine, yet shimmy develops when God. We become sons of God, and mistic, or that this business which
(Regular $149.50 Value)
—-Maine News Service
owners may do exactly the wrong the tonneau is filled with passengers, joint heirs with Jesus Christ. As we now enjoy is ours by divine right,
thing when they take the car away then there is good reason to believe j sons, we need to recognize the sov- let us look back over the trail. Until
THAT DOOGAN BOY
before the situation is discovered. that the rear springs have sagged, ereignty of God. to have real heart the turn of the century, Maine held a
This big 1936 model Westinghouse has all the essen
(For The Courier-Gazette)
j devotion, and to render a life of proud place in the commercial life Clumbus. he was quite a guy.
Avoid this risk by letting the service These should be replaced at once.
tial features that have made thousands choose West
Or
90
my
hlst'ry
s
sayin';
Q. What would cause brakes to! obedience.
of the world. We were by far the That's why the ’Talians p'rade today,
people discover the situation and ap
inghouse Refrigerators this year. It is fitted with
screech?
Have
had
the
brakes
Rev.
C.
A.
Marstaller
brought
out
And
all
the
hands
is
playin'.
largest lumber shipping center.
ply the right remedy immediately.’’
attractive chrome finished door on the evaporator—
checked over and there doesn't seem , the need to preach both the Gospel of Giant pines, spruce, firs, and hem- . In three ships he sailed away.
Both Go Same Way
from
Upon
theheboundln
' billers.
to be anything radically wrong., the kingdom, and the Gospel of grace Incki
and in addition has such features as:
iocks
irom mir
our vast
vast, forest"!
ioresis ivere
were '( And
what
sald and
what he done
In these days of super-brakes it P tD. S.
i The law of God's kingdom is not built floated down our rivers to be sawed 1 would make good movie thrillers.
isn t often that a driver has to resort
A. But there is plenty wrong, j on the principles and corrupt prac- into dimensions and boards to be j Soon hls crew cried. "Turn! We re
to other expedients in order to bring Elther the lining is not the right type | tices of man, but on the law of love,
scalrt,
• 80 cubes, 8 lbs. of ice at one freezing.
shipped to every corner of the world.
Of waves and winds a-blowln I"
his car to a halt, but on the theory for the car or the brakes are out ot' which embraces tender mercy, rightMaine ships and Maine sailormen The signs ln Clumbus' head was green.
• Hermetically-sealed Unit.
So he kep' right on goln'.
that brake failure may develop, here's equalization. The first step is to try | eousness and judgment.
carried these cargos to the Seven
an idea that should help avoid col for perfect equalization. If this fails
When dry land hove ln sight, though,
• Tall bottle space.
Seas. Too. they commanded the
They switched to a dlff'rent key;
lision with another car at an inter to check the noise, examine the drums
This law of love ls applied, not by respect and the cargos of shippers of "You made the grade, old boy!" they
• Big porcelain crisping pan.
said—
section road. While trying to stop, for out-of-round. Then change lin compulsion, but by voluntary choice other commodities by their excellence
"We all knowed Jest how twould be!"
turn your car in the direction the
• All-steel cabinet.
and thus the kingdom of God is set in transporting goods.
ings.
When I'm growed. I'll do some stunt.
other car is traveling. I have seen
To 'lectrlfy the nation.
Q. There has been much discus up in our hearts. But the day is
Maine granite at the time was in
• Interior light.
Then when I'm dead four hundred years,
cases where two cars have come to
sion among my friends as to the | coming when the law of the kingdom high demand for building purposes
There'll be a celebration!
gether by this process at fairly good
A.
S.
• Built-in Watchman Protection.
necessity for riding with lights on will be applied, not by the voluntary furnishing employment for thous
Arlington, Mass.
speed without more than scratching
during a trip in daytime. One states i choice of the individual, but by the ands.
ONLY S3.75 Monthly
• Five-year Protection Plan.
fenders.
Then, with the march of progress,
that the cut-out takes care of the prerogative of Christ Himself, when
Line Suggests More Care
surplus of current. Another says that the cup of iniquity is full, and He Maine found herself in the doldrums.
• Ten-year economy.
Whenever I see more than two cars this device cuts out voltage but not ! shall come to clean out the evil from Concrete replaced lumber and granite
in a line approaching me I make up amperage. H. N. N.
this world. Love does not allow sin to as building materials. Steam took the
my mind that special caution is need
place of sail on the ocean lanes. For
A. The cut-out merely serves to reign forever.
ed. One of those drivers toward the prevent battery current from draining
The guest speaker from Boston, a while displaced workers found em Without Cilomel—And You'll Jump Out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin’ lo Co
end of the line is apt to swing out back into and damaging the gener Rev. E. J. Evans, brought a touching ployment in other industries; In
The liver should pour out two pounds of
and try to overtake the rest. Not ator. It is the voltage regulator that message on the expansion of the paper and pulp making. In wool and liquid
The above special will contirfue only as long as our
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
is not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest.
only is he impatient at sight of so prevents overcharging. Except in kingdom in foreign fields. He told cotton manufacturing; ln the mak It
just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
present stock holds out. After this is gone we can
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
many cars ahead but being at the end eases of excessively long trips in day- many incidents of the grace of God ing of boots and shoes.
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
Of late these Industries too have sunk and the world looks punk.
of the line |he is not likely to see me time, burning the headlights should working in the hearts of different
not guarantee delivery at this price.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
and other drivers approaching.
nationalities. He said the world felt the sting of competition from bowel movement doesn’t get at the cause. It
not be necessary.
those good, old Carter's Little Liver
needs to be brought into living con- other localities. Within the last takes
Small Cut Saves Much
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
AS LITTLE AS 5C A DAY PAYS FOR ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
decade Maine people have realized freely and make you feel "up and up". Harm
Itact
with
the
personality
of
the
Son
Drivers who mix their safety with
less. gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
of God. He is the theme of Heaven, that unless some new means of in freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by
economy will be interested to know
dad*. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
the theme of Scripture. His work of come was developed that the State
that one of the most effective ways

AMERIC
PART

$10,000 in Cash Prizes
Y

AMOCO

AMERICAN OIL COMPANY

THE TIME TO “SWAP”

Special

h FULL 5 Cubic Foot

Westinghouse

FOR ONLY

$

125

Budget Plan

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

QUANTITY LIMITED

